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Reply to Attn of: 

National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

Goddard Space Flight Center 
Greenbelt, MD 20771 

Office of Communications 

FOIA: 13-GSFC-F-00898 

October 23, 2013 

This responds to your August 15, 2013, request under the Freedom oflnformation Act 
(FOIA), 5 U.S.C. 552, for ''the final report produced for NASA by Deloitte Consulting" the 
topic of which was "Workforce Assessment/Analysis." The official familiar with the subject 
matter of the request identified one document responsive to your request, a report entitled 
"NASA OCFO Workforce Profile and Key Competencies Assessment," dated April 2007. 

As an initial matter, due to the shutdown of the Government, including NASA, which 
occurred from October 1 to October 16, 2013, NASA could not process your request during 
that time. We apologize for any inconvenience due to this delay. 

Exemption 2 to the FOIA exempts from disclosure information which is "related solely to the 
internal personnel rules and practices of an agency." 5 USC 552(b)(2). The document in 
question relates solely to the workforce profile and position responsibilities of employees in 
the Agency's Office of the Chief Financial Officer, clearly matters that are internal personnel 
practices of the Agency. There is limited public interest in such an internal document. 
Therefore, the Agency has the authority to withhold the report under Exemption 2. However, 
agencies have the discretion to release information otherwise exempt from disclosure under 
Exemption 2 if disclosure would not cause any foreseeable harm to the Agency. Given the 
age of the document and its subject matter, it has been determined that the Agency will 
exercise its discretion, and disclose the document with one exception, the names of individual 
employees interviewed. 

The names of the employees will be withheld under Exemption 6 to the FOIA, which exempts 
from disclosure information about individuals in personnel and "similar files" when the 
disclosure of such information "would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal 



privacy." 5 USC 552(b)(6). The document belongs in the category of "similar files," since it 
contains information obtained from the identified individuals, and identifies them by name. 
Obviously, individuals have a privacy interest in their own name. Any public interest in the 
document is satisfied by the disclosure of its substantive content-any de minimus public 
interest in the names of the employees interviewed is outweighed by the significance of the 
privacy interest of the employees. Therefore, the names will be withheld from disclosure 
under Exemption 6. 

This response was processed in accordance with 5 U.S.C. § 552 and 14 CFR Part 1206. 

You may appeal this initial determination to the NASA Administrator. 

Under 14 CFR § 1206.605, you may appeal this response by writing to: 

Administrator 
NASA Headquarters 
Mail Stop: FOIA, Room 9174 
300 E Street, S.W. 
Washington, DC 20546 
ATlN: FOIAAppeals 

Your appeal must be received within 30 calendar days after the date of this letter. The appeal 
should be marked, both on the envelope and the face of the appeal letter, with the legend 
"FREEDOM OF INFORMATION APPEAL.'' Your appeal should be accompanied by a 
copy of your original request and this letter, along with a brief statement of the reasons why 
you believe this initial decision to be in error. 

Ifwe may be of further assistance, please contact me at gsfc-foia@mail.nasa.gov. 

Sincerely, 
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EXEC.Fl I\ 1; S U;\H\J.\IU ' 

Many challenges face today's federal financial professionals. For example, reporting 
requirements have become more complex and control requirements have become stricter. 
New processes are needed to manage security an:d to provide for continuity of operations 
during times of emergency conditions. The movement toward consolidation of financial 
transaction processing has also changed the nature of the work performed by this critical 
staff. Consequently, the roles and responsibilities of these individuals have been 
evolvfog. This study examines the current NASA OCFO workforce and presents this 
information as a tool for strategic workforce decision-making. 

At the time of this study, the NASA OCFO workforce was composed of 949 civil 
servants located at NASA Headquarters (HQ) and nine Centers around the United States. 
The majority of these individuals are employed in six key occupational series: 
Miscellaneous Administrative and Program, 301 ; Management and Program Analysis, 
343; Financial Administration and Program, 501; Accounting, 510; Accounting 
Technician, 525; and Budget Analysis, 560. Management and Program Analysts and 
Accountants together comprise over half the OCFO workforce. 

The OCFO's average and median age is forty-six years. Overall, the OCFO has a larger 
proportion of its workforce who are less than forty years of age than other government 
agencies and has a relatively similar age distribution to the aerospace industry. 
Management and Program Analysts and Budget Analysts are relatively young compared 
to other federal agencies whereas the Financial Administration and Program workforce is 
relatively older. Of all OCFO locations, Johnson has the largest proportion of employees 
under thirty and Ames has the largest proportion of employees over sixty years of age. 

With regard to level of education, over half of OCFO employees have bachelor's degrees. 
The Accounting series has the largest proportion of workforce with bachelor' s degrees. 
At Johnson and Glenn, all Accountants have a minimum of a bachelor's degree. 
However, a quarter of Accountants have no degree at Goddard. 

Nearly one-third of the Management and Program Analysts have master' s degrees. The 
majority of these employees are located at Johnson. One-third of both the Langley and 
HQ workforce have master's degrees, while Ames and Stennis have less than ten percent. 

Employee average time in grade is four years and the median is two and a half years. 
Over a quarter of the OCFO workforce bas less than one year in their current GS level. 
Data indicates that the Accounting Technician and Miscellaneous Administrative and 
Program series have larger proportions of employees with five or more years in grade 
compared to other series. In contrast, approximately two-thirds of Accountants and 
Budget Analysts have up to two years in their current GS-level. 
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The NASA OCFO averages twelve years of NASA service and seventeen years of federal 
service. The difference in years of federal and NASA service in key occupational series, 
particularly Accounting, demonstrates fierce competition for highly marketable financial 
management employees. Accountants also appear to be the most overworked 
occupational series, as almost half reported overtime in calendar year 2006. 

The imminent wave of retirement-eligible workers poses serious risks and challenges to 
the OCFO. Thirty percent of the OCFO is eligible to retire within five years. Of the 
employees retiring in less than five years, approximately half are Management and 
Program Analysts and Accountants. Ames has the largest percentage of workforce 
eligible to retire in less than five years. 

NASA OCFO is not unique in its need to address the challenges related to a changing 
federal financial workforce. As responses to these issues are developed, an 
understanding of the current workforce will assist the Agency in making decisions on 
how to best manage its current workforce and target specific programs and initiatives to 
sustain the overall health of the NASA OCFO workforce. 
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As financial management functions evolve, it is crucial for organizations to understand 
their financial workforce with regard to capacity and capability. The purpose of this 
report is to assist the NASA OCFO with staffing and workforce capability planning 
requirements by presenting an OCFO workforce profile and key competencies 
assessment. The profile provides a snap-shot overview of the OCFO by workforce 
location, demographics, employee mobility, and staff composition. The key 
competencies assessment summarizes critical knowledge, skills, and abilities in financial 
management as identified by OCFO managers. 

At the time of this study, the NASA OCFO was composed of 949 civil servants, six of 
whom were part-time employees. Within this workforce, six key occupational series 
were identified for evaluation. These key occupational series together comprise 89% of 
the OCFO workforce and include the following: 

• Miscellaneous Administrative and Program (301) 
• Management and Program Analysis (343) 
• Financial Administration and Program (501) 
• Accounting (510) 
• Accounting Technician (525) 
• Budget Analysis (560) 

An 'Other' series is also included and captures information on OCFO staff members who 
are not in the designated key occupational series. This 'Other' series consists of sixteen 
occupational series, of which no singular series comprises more than 2% of the OCFO 
workforce. For this reason, these series are considered to be "non-key." The table below 
presents the most frequently used non-key series at OCFO locations. Additional detail 
regarding the 'Other' series can be found in Appendix B.3. 

& Financial Mana ement Student Trainee 599 

801 & Admini~tration and Office Su rt Studeut frainee (399 

Stenm:. Financial Management (50~) 
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To develop this report, workforce data and competency information was collected from 
financial managers across NASA HQ and the nine Centers. It is important to note that 
although Federal Personnel Payroll System (FPPS) was used as a primary source of 
information and some data, such as level of education, may contain an unknown degree 
of inaccuracy. 

Data for this report was compiled from the following sources: 
• Organization Charts for HQ and Centers 
• NASA OCFO Managers 
• FPPS information from the last pay period of calendar· year 2006 
• Office of Personnel Management (OPM) FedScope September 2006 data 
• OCFO Staff Information database 

In this workforce profile, averages and medians were calculated across the entire OCFO 
by key occupational series for most data points. Comparative information is included for 
workforce age and Federal Entry on Duty (EOD). Specific variables evaluated include: 

• Date of Birth: indicates critical occupations or locations that may have an aging 
population. 

• Highest Educational Degree (e.g., no degree, A.A., B.A., MA., and Ph.D.): 
indicates the highest level of education received across the OCFO's key 
occupational series, which helps identify differences in educational attainment 
across occupations and locations. 

• Time in Grade: indicates the number of years an employee spends within a certain 
grade, which provides information on employee mobility within occupations and 
locations. 

• Retirement Eligibility Date: projects the retirement of employees in the next five 
to ten years. This helps identify critical hiring and staffing needs and formulate 
knowledge transfer and succession planning strategies. 

• NASA EOD: indicates the number of years employees have been part of the 
NASA workforce, which may indicate level of knowledge in NASA~specific 
policies, procedures, and technologies. 

• Federal Government EOD: indicates the number of years employees have been 
part of the federal workforce, which may indicate level of knowledge in the 
implementation of mandatory federal policies, procedures, and technologies. 

• Contractor workforce mix: indicates the number of contractors and civil service 
employees, which may indicate where the OCFO relies most heavily on 
contractors, both by location and function (e.g., budgeting, financial management, 
and financial systems). 

• Calendar Year 2006 Overtime: indicates dollars spent on overtime pay by 
location and function, which may help the OCFO enhance reward and recognition 
programs, manage employee stress, and address other organizational culture 
issues. 
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I. OCFO WORKFORCE P1mnt.1:: 

This section presents an overview of the OCFO workforce with respect to eight attributes 
that convey location, demographics, employee mobility, and staff composition. The 
workforce profile includes data across the entire OCFO. 

1.1. Occupational Series. Location. and Contractors 

NASA OCFO employees are located at Headquarters in Washington, D.C. and nine 
Centers dispersed throughout the United States. Eighty-nine percent of the OCFO 
workforce falls into six occupational series. The majority of the OCFO workforce (56%) 
is comprised of two major occupations: Accounting (510) and Management and Program 
Analysis (343). The breakdown of the total workforce by series is shown below. 

525 Accounting 
Technician 

3•;. 

OCFO Workforce By Key Occupational Series 

301 Miscellaneous 
-...... - -- Administrative · 

Administration and 
Program 

11% 

Workforce size varies throughout the OCFO. The largest workforces are located at 
Johnson and Kennedy, both of which are responsible for managing several large, 
complex programs. Ames has the third largest workforce as a result of a Center 
reorganization which brought analysts from the programs back into the CFO function. 
Dryden and Stennis have the smallest workforces. 
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The following table identifies the NASA OCFO workforce by key occupational series 
and location. 

16 3 13 . J 33 14 
u 16 ~1 -18 :?4 l'l 2& ~s 

9 4 I 8 7 I 0 0 
10 I) 0 (! :.:s fJ ,.~ 8 38 
6 5 12 6 5 38 7 7 12 

OCFOTotal# 110 29 68 102 98 230 118 76 9S 
OCFOTotal% 12% 3% 7% 11% 10% 24% 12% 8% 10% 

The data provided above and in Appendix B.3 indicates the following: 
• 56% of the OCFO workforce consists of Accountants (510) and Management 

and Program Analysts (343). 
• The majority of Accountants (510) are located at Goddard where they support 

a unique function, the Regional Finance Office. 
• The majority of Management and Program Analysts (343) are located at 

Johnson to help support numerous programs and initiatives at the Center. 
• Ames has the most Miscellaneous Administrative and Program analysts (343) 

and Accounting Technicians (525). 
• Most Financial Administration and Program (501) employees are located at 

Langley. 
• The majority of Budget Analysts (560) are located at Marshall. 
• The 'Other' series category is primarily comprised of Financial Managers 

(505), Secretaries (318), General Engineers (801), and Administration and 
Office Support Student Trainees (399). 
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NASA OCFO employs a significant contractor workforce. The number of civil servants 
and contractors, which comprise the "workforce mix", is provided below. This 
information demonstrates contractor support as a percent of total OCFO workforce. 
Additional information on civil service employees and contractors by function (e.g., 
financial management, budgeting, and financial systems) may be found in Appendix B .1. 

49 110 159 31% 
15 29 44 34% 

Glenn Research Center 25 68 93 27% 
Godd.lrd S Fh •ht Centei 37 102 139 27% 

94 103 197 48% 
41 230 271 150/ 

Kennedy S ace Center 21 118 139 15% 
Lan ~le R~ea11:.h Center 50 76 126 40"/t 
Marshall S ace Flight Center 34 95 129 26% 
Stenm'> ~ ce Center 6 23 29 21% 
Total 372 954 1326 28% 
*HQ shows 103 employees, rather than 98, due to a request by HQ to tqilacc FPPS HQ data with Access staff database information. This increased total 
o;unbtt of employees five. 

The data provided above indicates the following: 
• Contractors comprise 28% of the total OCFO workforce. 
• Headquarters has the largest population of contractors. 
• Johnson and Kennedy have the smallest proportions of contractor support. 

Observations 

Management and Program Analysts (343) and Accountants (510) together comprise over 
half the OCFO workforce. However, the distribution of occupational series across OCFO 
locations is not uniform. While it may not be advisable to expend the effort needed to 
reassign current staff in line with a more consistent approach, it would be useful for the 
OCFO to consider a consistent approach to occupational series and position titling going 
forward. This would facilitate the communication of career paths and improve 
consistency in specialized workforce competencies. Also, with the full migration to the 
NASA Shared Services Center (NSSC), many transactional responsibilities will diminish 
and certain occupations, such as Accounting Technician, may no longer be needed. 

The number of contractor staff utilized across the OCFO is likewise not uniform. There 
are likely several reasons, including: 

• OCFO is prohibited from hiring civil service employees (i.e. hiring freeze). 
• Specific skills needed are difficult to acquire. 
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In addition, varying levels of contractor support may also be an indicator of local 
economic forces associated with the difficulty in recruiting and retaining civil service 
employees. Contractor support may also indicate varying programmatic and operational 
responsibilities across locations. Headquarters, for example, leads specific OCFO-wide 
initiatives such as operational effectiveness and workforce planning. 

1.2. Age by Series 

The average and median age of the NASA OCFO workforce is 46 years, which is 
relatively senior. Only 10% of the workforce is under the age of 30 whereas nearly half 
of all employees are 45 to 59 years of age. The following figure shows the age 
distribution of the OCFO workforce by number of employees and percent of total 
workforce. Additional information on workforce age can be found in Appendix C. l . 

n ~ Total number of 
employees 

% • Percent of total 
workforce 

OCFO Workforce By Age Range 

The table below provides average and median age information of OCFO employees 
within key occupations. 

OCFO Workforce- Employee Age By Key Occupational Series 

11 =Average;•= Median; n =Number of Employees; 
% = Percent of tcb!l workforce 

so 50 51 51 
so 45 • • 43 

,M°"4Y µ=48 
40 (7'/,,J (11"/.) IJ UI 

u~3 ... 
"S' (12'l'o) 
:: 30 c:. 
~ 20 

10 

0 

301 343 501 510 515 560 Other 
(nc6S) (n-273) (o• 106) (o=258) (o=ll) (n=ll3) (n:I03) 

Occupational Series 
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The data provided above and in Appendix C.1. indicates the following: 
• The average age range is 43 to 49 years across key occupational series. 
• The majority of Accountants (510) within the age range of 40 to 59 years are 

located at Langley. 
• Johnson has the largest proportion of employees under age 30. This workforce 

consists predominantly of Management and Program Analysts (343). 
• Langley has the largest percentage of employees within the age range of 30 to 44 

years, most of whom are Accountants (510). 
• Glenn has the highest percentage of employees within the age range of 45 to 59 

years (60%). Most of these employees are Management and Program Analysts 
(343). 

• Ames has the largest percentage of employees 60 years and older (17%). Most of 
these employees fall into the Miscellaneous Administrative and Program (301) 
and Financial Administration and Program (501) series. 

Observations 

Currently, only ten percent of the NASA OCFO workforce is under thirty years of age. 
As senior expertise departs the workforce, it becomes increasingly important for the 
NASA OCFO to connect junior and senior employees through knowledge transfer 
activities, such as mentoring and coaching. In addition, retention and development 
initiatives will also support staff joining the Agency at an entry level or the beginning of 
a career ladder. By taking a more strategic view with respect to staff capability 
enhancement, NASA OCFO will benefit from a workforce with appropriate skills, 
knowledge, and experience. 
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1.2.1. Age Compared to Other Organizations 

The OCFO is not unique in its concern about the aging federal workforce. The graph 
below compares the age distribution of NASA's OCFO with other federal agencies. 
NASA OCFO has a higher percentage of employees under the age of 40 than comparison 
agencies. Further comparison of the NASA OCFO key occupational series with other 
federal agencies is available in Appendix C.l. 

25% 

r 

Age Comparison of Key Occapational Series Workforce 

\ NASA! 
~N-AS-A-OCF-0~1 1 I 

\ I• 

I Loree, lndepet!dc t I 
Feder.:IAgoncieJ 

HAii Fed~··' I 
Ag:e.ni::1e1 J 

I : +'-'""'rnr.........,.....n..__._.~~ ........ - .................. ~' _ --'-'-.-'_ .........,..,._ _ _._...,......_l.Q 
l().24 25-29 3().34 35.39 4M4 45-49 ~54 55-59 6().64 65+ 

Agt Rangt(Years) 

The data provided and in Appendix C. l. indicates the following: 
• NASA OCFO has a larger percentage of employees less than 40 years of age than 

comparison federal agencies. 
• NASA OCFO Management and Program Analysts (343) are younger than 

comparison federal agencies. 
• The NASA OCFO Financial Administration and Program (501) workforce is 

older than comparison federal agencies. 
• Budget Analysts (560) within the NASA OCFO are younger than those in other 

federal agencies. 
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The graph below compares the age distribution of NASA's OCFO with the aerospace 
industry. 

(]NASA 

Workforce Age Comparison with the Aerospace Industry 
soarct: Aerospace l•du.stria Al•ociatiot1 

40% 

I 30% 

~ 
'II I 28% 

11% 

J7% 

33% 

39% 

Ace Di1trlbution 

The data provided above indicates the following: 

17% 

20% 

• Without occupational or functional differentiation, the NASA OCFO workforce 
age distribution is comparable to the overall aerospace industry. 

Observations 

With a larger proportion of employees less than forty years of age, NASA's OCFO has a 
talent pipeline advantage over other federal government agencies. Compared to the 
aerospace industry, age distribution at the NASA OCFO is similar. However, as the 
market for skilled financial professionals is highly competitive and is likely to remain so, 
the NASA OCFO will need strong recruitment and retention programs to remain 
competitive. This is particularly true for OCFO locations that have historically had more 
difficulty in retaining staff. 
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1.3. Workforce by Highest Education Degree 

As noted in the introduction, education data was extracted from FPPS. However, it is 
important to note that the FPPS highest educational degree data may contain an unknown 
degree of inaccuracy. 

According to data obtained from FPPS, the majority of OCFO employees have bachelor's 
degrees. Further information from Centers determined that many concentrated their 
undergraduate degrees in business or accounting. Employees who completed a master's 
degree program typically have a Master of Business Administration (MBA) with an 
accounting or finance concentration or a Master of Public Policy (MPP). The figure 
below provides an overview of the OCFO workforce by highest educational degree 
attained. 

OCFO Workforce by 
Highest Educational Degree Attained 

Ph.D. 1% --
Bachelor's 

52% 

Assoclate's 4% 

The following table shows the distribution of highest educational degree attained by key 
occupational series. The table provides the number of staff by degree and series in 
relation to the total OCFO . 

• M11rnber of l:fnproyr.4~ w1t11i11 Qt;cup..1tlon11l Scnes ToUllOCFO 

t·!l!Jhe'i! D•ur~·u or MJ~c Adml1l 
Mom1/i. l'b11'r~1:fal 

l\ctoun1J11n 911d9e1 
PrOQr.'1111 tl.dmlnS &<1;coor11111.g T h •r.l.1 -Etfue11uon .!!.Progmrn 
An;ilyll;, P1onrar11 l51PI ot " ' n AnAl)!!il~ 0111~r 

1ro11 16251 (6601 
l).Cll (5011 " " No Dea'" 1S 36 39 22 2:2 13 47 198 21% 

Anoc:1ataa 8 3 8 7 1 g 8 42 4% 
Bachelor'• 25 147 33 183 7 68 30 493 52% 
Maat&r't 12 85 26 46 1 ~3 1e .211 22'!1 
Ph.D. 1 2 2 0 0 0 0 5 1% 

Total :'I or emnl.,.._a "-" 273 10I' 25E 31 113 1;;):\ ~'.I 
Total % of OCFO 7% 29% 11% 27% 3% 12% 11% 100% 
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The graph below details workforce educational degree attainment as a percent of key 
occupational series. Each bar on the chart represents a key series totaling I 00%; each 
percent within a bar represents the degree proportion within the series. Additional 
education-related data by OCFO location is available in Appendix C.2. 

100% 
2% 

11% 

80% 

~ 
D 

60-/, 38% 

';l 
I! 40% 
II l Z% ... 

20"/, 

0% 

301 
(n=65) 

OCFO Workforce - Education By Key Series 
jcNo Degree CJAuoeiote't CJ BKlle!or't CJ Master'• OPb.D. I 

1% 1% 3% 

+~ .,1% 

25% 31% 

31°/, 

18% 28% 

54% 

37'!-. 

a~ ll.,~ 

343 501 510 525 560 
(o=273) (n=106) (•"'151) (n=Jl) (•=113) 

Occupational Serl"' 

l9% 

.w1•. 

Other 
(n=IOJ) 

The data provided above and in Appendix C.2. indicates the following: 
• Miscellaneous Administrative and Program analysts (301) have the highest 

percent of employees with associate degrees (12%). 
• Management and Program Analysts (343) have the largest proportion of 

employees with master's degrees (31 % ). Employees within this series also 
comprise the majority of the OCFO workforce population (29%). 

• Accountants (510) have the largest percent of employees with bachelor' s degrees 
(71 %). Employees within this series account for 27% of the total OCFO 
workforce. 

• 71% of Accounting Technicians (525) have no degree. 

Observations 

The data indicates some inconsistency with regard to education level within key 
occupational series. However, this is typical with many occupational series within the 
federal government, as a combination of education, experience, and certifications are 
generally accepted for employment consideration. For example, OPM requires 
Accountants (510) to have a degree in accounting or a related field, such as business 
administration or public administration which includes or may be supplemented by 
twenty-four semester hours in accounting. If an applicant does not have a degree, they 
may still qualify with a combination of education and experience which must include at 
least four years of experience in accounting, or an equivalent combination of accounting 
experience, _college-level education, and training that provides professional accounting 
knowledge.1 However, for positions such as Budget Analyst (560), there is no degree 
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requirement and an applicant may be hired based on equivalent combinations of 
education and experience for all grade levels where both education and experience are 
acceptable. Therefore, these requirements and conditions may explain som~. of the 
inconsistencies with regard to employee education levels within the OCF0. 11 

1.4. Retirement Projection 

As discussed previously, the imminent wave of retirement-eligible workers poses serious 
risks and challenges for federal agencies. Within the OCFO, 30% of employees are 
eligible to retire in less than five years. The graph below depicts projected NASA OCFO 
retirement eligibility. 

OCFO Retirement Eligibility 

lo+- years 
!16% 

The table below details retirement eligibility within key occupational series across the 
OCFO. Additional information regarding retirement by OCFO location is available in 
Appendix C.3. 
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The data provided above and in Appendix C.3. indicates the following: 
• 54% of Ames employees within the Miscellaneous Administrative and Program 

series (301) are eligible to retire in less than five years. 
• 27% of Management and Program Analysts (343) are eligible to retire within five 

years and most of these employees are at Johnson. 
• 36% of Financial Administration and Program (501) employees are eligible to 

retire in less than five years and most are located at Langley. 
• 26% of Accountants (510) are eligible to retire within five years and most of these 

employees are located at Goddard. 
• Ames has the largest percentage of workforce eligible to retire in less than five 

years (44%). 

Observations 

Thirty percent of OCFO employees are eligible to retire in less than five years. However, 
the distribution of near-term retirement is not uniform across OCFO locations or key 
occupational series. In planning for succession, the OCFO may want to consider 
knowledge transfer initiatives for key occupational series. For example, Management 
and Program Analysts (343) and Accountants (510) comprise fifty-six percent of the 
workforce and together amount to half of the workforce retiring in less than five years. 
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1.5. Employee Time in Grade 

The average time in grade across the OCFO is 4.2 years and the median is 2.4 years. 
Across the entire OCFO, 27% of employees have less than one year in their current GS
level. The graph below illustrates employee time in grade by key occupational series. 
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The table below details employee time in grade by grade level and occupational series. 

5 I 
2 7 3 13 4 
3 3 3 6 4 
I 0 3 0 0 
8 15 10 21 8 3 

12% 23% 15% 32% 12o/o 5% 
.llll .\n•ll..i\ 

3 I 0 0 0 0 
28 6 0 0 0 0 
36 36 18 40 26 7 
16 19 II 17 6 2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

Series Subtotal ;i 83 62 29 57 32 9 
Series Subtotal % 30% 23% 11% 21% 12% 3% 

501 hn. \dmm. & Pt ••m 
GS8and less 0 I G 0 0 0 
GS9toGS!l 14 s 4 13 2 0 
GS12toGS13 7 11 7 6 2 2 
GSl4toGSl5 7 . 7 8 6 0 0 
SES 0 2 0 0 I 1 
Series Subtotal ,'! 28 26 19 25 5 3 
Series Subtotal % 26% 25% 18% 24% 5% 3% 
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(OCFO Time in Grade by Key Occupations Series and Grade Series Level continued) 

14 
26 53 11 26 
20 22 12 19 

I 2 2 O 
Series Subtotal # 73 94 25 45 18 3 
Serles Subtotal % 28% 36% 10"~ 17% 7"/o 1% 
~ \ecountmg I tchnicldn 
GS8 and less 2 2 18 5 0 
GS9 to GSil 0 0 0 0 0 
GS12 to GSl3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
GS14toGS15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SES 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Serles Subtotal f. 2 2 3 18 5 
Series Subtotal % 6% 6% 10% 58"~ 16% 3% 

GS8 and less 4 4 0 0 0 0 
GS9toGSII 14 9 3 2 0 0 
GSl2toGSl3 9 15 7 9 4 0 
GS14 toGS15 13 8 9 3 0 0 
SES 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Series Subtotal I! 40 36 19 14 4 0 

esS b 0 35% 32% 17% 12% 4% 0% 
Scnea 'Othe1' 

GS8 and less 17 14 3 10 3 3 
GS9toGSll 3 2 O I 0 
GS12toGSl3 0 2 7 3 3 3 
GS14 to GS15 2 4 4 6 4 0 
SES 1 1 2 1 I 
Series Subtotal :! 23 23 17 19 12 7 
Series Subtotal % 22% 22% 17% 18% !2% .,.~ 

foul 

The data provided above and in Appendix C.4. indicates the following: 
• 50% or more of employees across all key occupational series have 0 to 2 years in 

their current grade, excepting two series. 35% of the Miscellaneous 
Administration and Program (301) and 12% of the Accounting Technician (525) 
series have 0-2 years in their current grade~ 

• 53% of Management and Program Analysts (343) and 64% of Accountants (510) 
have 0 to 2 years in their current grade. These are the two largest occupational 
series within the NASA OCFO. 

• Accounting Technicians (525) have the longest time in grade with an average of 
7.2 years. All but two Accounting Technicians (94%) are GS-8 or lower. 

• Employees in the Miscellaneous Administrative and Program (301) series have 
the second longest time in grade, averaging 5.8 years. 46% of these employees 
are GS-12 and GS-13s. 
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• Budget Analysts.(560) have the shortest time in grade with an average of2.7 
years and a median of 1.3 years. Data indicates that analysts at Headquarters and 
Kennedy experience relatively short time in grade. 

• 51 % of Financial Administration and Program (501) employees have 0 to 2 years 
in their current grade. 

• Employees at the GS-12 level and above generally stay in the same grade longer 
than employees at the GS-11 level and below. 

• Most employees have less than five years in grade at the SES level. 

Observations 

Time in grade varies across all key occupational series. Several factors may influence 
these differences, such as promotion opportunities and tum-over rate. Accounting 
Technicians (525) have a lengthy time in grade and few reach above the GS-8 level. 
Budget Analysts (560) spend less time in grade and have more promotional opportunity. 
As the work of the OCFO shifts from transactional to analytical, the need for 
transactional-based jobs such as Accounting Technicians is likely to decrease. In the 
future, this role may as an entry-level option for bringing in junior staff. 

1.6. Federal Employee Entry on Duty 

The NASA OCFO workforce has an average of 17 years and a median of 18 ye.ars of 
federal employment. The chart below details years of federal employment by key 
occupational series. Further information on workforce years of federal employment is 
available in Appendix C.5. 
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The data provided above and in Appendix C.5. indicates the following: 
• Miscellaneous Administrative and Program analysts (301) have the longest 

duration of federal years of service, averaging 20 years. The majority of these 
employees are located at Ames. 

• Almost half of all employees with 15 or more years of federal service are located 
at Ames. 

• Budget Analysts (560) demonstrate the shortest duration of federal service, 
averaging 14.7 years. 33% of Budget Analysts have 0 to 5 years of federal 
service. However, analysts at Kennedy have significantly less years of federal 
service than other OCFO locations, particularly Marshall. 

• 22% of Accountants (510) have 0 to 5 years of federal service. At Headquarters, 
however, only 8% of the Accountants have 0 to 5 years of federal service. At 
Langley, 32% of Accountants have 0 to 5 years of federal service. 

• 27% of Management and Program Analysts (343) have 0 to 5 years of federal 
service. At Ames and Glenn, however, less than a fifth of analysts have 0 to 5 
years of federal service. At Johnson, 35% of analysts have 0 to five years of 
federal service. 

• 20% of the Financial Administration and Program workforce (501) has 0 to 5 
years of federal service. However, 0% of the Marshall employees within this 
series have 0 to 5 years of federal service. At Goddard, 50% of the series has 0 to 
5 years of federal service. 

The graph below compares NASA OCFO average years of federal service with NASA, 
large, independent agencies, and all federal agencies. Comparative data was obtained 
through OPM's FedScope. 
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The data provided indicates the following: 
• NASA OCFO Management and Program Analysts (343), Budget Analysts (560), 

and Financial Administration and Program employees (501) have fewer years of 
federal service than comparison federal agencies. 

• NASA OCFO Miscellaneous Administrative and Program (301) analysts average 
more years of federal service than comparison agencies, excluding NASA. 

Observations 

Federal service tenure varies across and within occupational series and OCFO locations. 
In the past, NASA staff had looked for long federal government careers. However, 
generational research indicates that younger employees are more likely to have diverse 
~~eers, including multiple employers and experience in both public and private sectors. 
111 

1. 7. NASA Entry on Duty 

The duration of NASA service for the OCFO averages 12 years with a median of9 years. 
Forty-four percent of the OCFO workforce has been with NASA 15 or more years. The 
following chart provides the average and median years of NASA service for OCFO 
employees within key occupational series. Further detail on the duration of NASA 
service by occupational series is available in Appendix C.6. 

OCFO Workforce- Years of NASA Service By Key Series 
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The following graphic details years of NASA service by occupational series. Each bar 
represents an occupational series and totals 100%. Percent of workforce by years of 
NASA service is shown within each occupational series. 

Years ofN.\SA Service By Percentage of Occupational Series 
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The data provided above and in Appendix C.6. indicates the following: 
·• As with years of federal service, employees in the Miscellaneous Administrative 

and Program series (301) have more NASA years of service compared to 
employees in other occupational series. · 

• Approximately half the Miscellaneous Administrative and Program (301) and 
Financial Administration and Program series (501) have been ernploy~d by 
NASA for more than 15 years. 

• Across the OCFO, 48% of Accountants (510) have 0 to 5 years of NASA service. 
At Headquarters, 81 % of Accountants have 0 to 5 years of NASA service. At 
Marshall, 25% of Accountants have 0 to 5 years of NASA service. 

•· 38% of Management and Program Analysts (343) have 0 to 5 years of NASA 
service. At Johnson, 44% of program analysts have 0 to 5 years of NASA 
service. 22% of Ames program analysts have 0 to 5 years of NASA service. 
Glenn has no program analysts with 6 to 15 years of NASA service. 

• 31 % of the Financial Administration and Program series (501) have 0 to 5 years 
of NASA service. At Marshall, 7% of employees within this series have 0 to S 
years of NASA service. At Goddard, 50% of employees within this series have 0 
to 5 years of NASA service. 

• 51 % of Budget Analysts (560) have 0 to 5 years of NASA service. At Kennedy, 
82% of analysts have 0 to 5 years of service. At Marshall, 24% of budget 
analysts have 0 to 5 years of NASA service. 
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Observations 

Presently, the aerospace industry has diversified and younger employees are choosing 
more varied careers, including employment and experience in both public and private 
sectors. Similar to other employers, NASA OCFO will need to be aware of the changing 
expectations of its workforce. 

Gaps between years of NASA and federal service may indicate mobility between 
agencies. Such a gap is particularly apparent in Accountants (510). Accountants may 
have long federal careers, but appear to have relatively fewer years with NASA. NASA 
OCFO may want to consider more competitive recruitment and retention initiatives in 
order to capture requisite share of the financial employee market. This would assist in 
ensuring workforce knowledge of NASA-specific policies, procedures, and technologies. 

1.8. Employee Overtime 

Twenty-seven percent of OCFO civil servants worked overtime in calendar year 2006. 
The total amount spent on these overtime charges was $543,914. The following tables 
detail overtime hours across the OCFO. 

0 S ' ii CI y . 2006 

Strln. 
Wnrl\l"t.I 0 I To111I OCFO Tomi OT Fu11d~ 

II ,~ .. u % s ".f., 

Misc. Admin. & Pro2ram (301) 7 3% 65 7% $12.148 ;2% 

J\12mt. & Pru2ram An11l:t~i, (343) 14 6% .273 29% ~19.364 4% 
Financial Admin. & Pro2ram (501) 43 17% 106 11% $106,767 20"/o 
.\cco11ntin2 (~10) 120 47% 258 27% $286/>77 53% 
Accounting Technician (525) 12 5% 31 3% $9,513 2% 
Budert \natul~ (560) J3 l3% 113 l2"h 1i75 588 14% 
Other 25 10% 103 11% $33,857 6% 
Tuta) 25t 100% 9-W 100% ~S·B ,914 100% 
•Calendar year dm from FPPS ia presented, u complete fY2006 data wu wm ailible. 
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The following table provides inf onnation on overtime hours worked in calendar year 
2006 by OCFO location. 

,7 4. 
7 $22.893 95 

Glenn 17 $26,344.13 5% 68 
Goddard 42 410.0 $143.11310 26% 102 

H 46 47% $108,537.47 20% 98 
,Johnson 28 12% ~J:!.225 51 6"o 230 
Kennedy 20 17% $20,366.25 4% 118 
Lan le 19 25% $54.772.64 10% 76 
Marshall 37 39% $87,109.15 16% 95 

Stennis 7 

J~·o 

7% 
11% 
10% 
24% 
12% 
8% 

100/o 
2~o 

FO 254 100% 

The data provided above indicates the following: 
• Accountants (510) received 53% of overtime funds in calendar year 2006. 
• Goddard and Headquarters have the largest percentages of staff working 

overtime. These OCFO locations together received approximately half of all 
overtime funds in calendar year 2006. 

Observations 

While the data on overtime work is limited, it appears that funds spent on overtime may 
not be proportional across the OCFO. The OCFO may want to further analyze the use of 
overtime as a means to understand and alleviate root causes. Further understanding of 
overtime use will assist the OCFO in managing employee stress, addressing 
organizational and culture issues, and improving rewards and recognitions. 
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As the public sector financial management landscape evolves, employees must be well 
rounded, having competencies that are most important to the NASA OCFO, as well as the 
occupational series. In order to attract and retain personnel with the right knowledge and 
skills, the Agency should emphasize relevant subject matter, technical, and behavioral 
competencies consistent with its organizational goals and values. Additionally, focusing 
staff training and development on key competencies is critical for steering the 
organization towards strategic objectives. 

This section presents NASA OCFO's key competencies, as identified by OCFO 
managers. Key competencies are detailed for the entire OCFO, as well as by core 
financial functions, specifically financial management, budgeting, and financial 
management systems. 

2.1. OCFO 

Based on competency assessments obtained through interviews and surveys with OCFO 
managers, the following subject matter, technical, and behavioral competencies were 
deemed most important across the entire OCFO. 

Rank 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Rank 

1 

2 

- -

OCFO Suhjcct l\btrl'r Comp~tcucil's 

Federal accounting concepts and standards, including full cost accounting, property 
mana ement, and NASA bud et rocedures and s stems 
Knowledge of and ability to use principles, methods, techniques, and systems of 
financial mana ement to im rove ro am effectiveness and customer service 
Ability to acquire and analyze financial data and communicate the results to a diverse 
audience 

Basic techniques of financial management, economic analysis, management controls, 
auditin , and ro am evaluation 

! Basic budgeting and program concepts and principles including NASA budget 
· rocedures and relationshi with financial mana ement s stems 

NASA-related processes for the administrative control of resources, fund allocation 
and fund control, paperwork management, program objectives, inter and intra-NASA 

! reimbursable agreements, and funding and financial reports 
' . 
' 

OCFO Technical Compctcucics 
Competencv Name 

Working knowledge offunctionalities in NASA financial management systems (i.e., 
SAP, N2, BW) 
Microsoft Excel 
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Ability to understand and utilize the SAP financial management information system, 
including the establishment and maintenance of appropriate internal controls to ensure 
the eneration of timel , accurate, and consistent financial information 
Written communication 
Performance measures and analysis to track Center or NASA performance to identify 
and anal ze roblem areas and identif otential solutions 

4 Customer Service 
5 Teamwork 

2.2. OCFO Financial Management Function1 

The following table provides an overview of subject matter, technical, and behavioral 
competencies deemed most critical within the OCFO's financial management function. 

Rank 
1 
2 

3 

4 

1 

2 

3 

-

F'inmadal i\fam1gcm~J11 S11hjcc1 :Vluth.·r Compct£>ndes 

Federal accounting concepts and standards, including full cost accounting, property 
mana ement, and NASA bud et rocedures and s stems 
Knowledge of and ability to use principles, methods, techniques, and systems of 
financial manae:ement to im rove pro am effectiveness: and customer servi~e 

Ability to understand and utilize the SAP financial management information system, 
including the establishment and maintenance of appropriate internal controls to ensure 
the eneration of timel , accurate and consistent financial information 
Working knowledge of functionalities in NASA financial management systems (i.e., 
SAP, N2,B 
Microsoft Excel 
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4 Customer Service 
5 Teamwork 

Information from 11 interviewees. See inten-iew list in Appendix B.4. for more information. 

2.3. Budgeting Function' 

The following table provides an overview of subject matter, technical, and behavioral 
competencies deemed most critical within the OCFO's budgeting function. 

Rank 

2 

3 

4 

1 

2 
3 

4 

5 

2 
3 
4 
5 

Butlgcl Subject J\luHer Cumpck11cie,'I 
Com etenc Name 

Ability to acquire and analyze financial data and communicate the results to a diverse 
audience 
Basic budgeting and program concepts and principles including NASA budget 

rocedures and relationshi with financial man ement s stems 

Working knowledge of functionalities in NASA financial management systems (i.e., 
SAP,N2,BW) 
Microsoft Excel 

Ability to understand and utilize the SAP financial management information system, 
including the establishment and maintenance of appropriate internal controls to ensure 
the eneration oftimel , accurate, and consistent financial infonnation 
Performance measures and analysis to track Center or NASA performance to identify 
and anal ze roblem areas and identi otential solutions 

Information from 7 interviewees. See interview list in Appendix B.4. for more information. 
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2.4. Financial Systems Function3 

The following table provides an overview of subject matter, technical, and behavioral 
competencies deemed most critical within the OCFO's financial systems function. 
Information was drawn from two interviewees, resulting in limited conclusions. 

Rank 

2 

3 

4 

2 

3 

4 

Rank 

2 

- -

Fiuaudal Systems Suhjel't Maner Com1H.•tcnl•ies 

NASA accounti 

Federal accounting concepts and standards, including full cost accounting, property 
mana ement, and NASA bud et rocedures and s stems 
Knowledge of and ability to use principles, methods, techniques, and systems of 
financial rnana ement to im rove rog'ram effectiveness and customer ~ervice 

Ability to understand and utilize the SAP financial management information system, 
including the establishment and maintenance of appropriate internal controls to ensure 
the eneration of timel , accurate, and consistent financial information 
Working knowledge offunctionalities in NASA financial management systems (i.e., 
SAP N2,B 
Microsoft Excel 
Understanding of generally accepted management principles and practices and 
or aniz.ational develo ment conce ts and rinci les 

3 Problem solvin 
4 Customer Service 
5 Teamwork 

lnfonnation from 2 interviewees. See interview list in Appendix B.4. for more infonnation. 
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Appendix A 

A. I . Workforce Profiles and Key Competencies by Location 
A. I. Ames Research Center 
A.2. Dryden Flight Research Center 
A.3. Glenn Research Center 
A.4. Goddard Space Flight Center 
A.5. Headquarters 
A.6. Johnson Space Flight Center 
A. 7. Kennedy Space Center 
A.8. Langley Research Ceriter 
A.9. Marshall Space Flight Center 
A.10. Stennis Space Center 
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--

At1f't·::\'DIX A. WOlthFORCE l'ROFll.ES , \;"Ill) KE\' CO\lt>f.Tt-:~ClES H\' l .OC.ATJOJ\I 

A.1. Ames Research Center OCFO Workforce Profile and Competency Assessment 

This section provides an overview of the Ames OCFO workforce with respect to age, 
education, retirement eligibility, and NASA service. The subject matter, technical and 
behavioral competencies considered by Ames OCFO managers to be most critical are 
also detailed. 

Ames OCFO Work{Orce Age 

The Ames OCFO consists of 110 employees. The average age is 50 years with a median 
of 51 years. Amongst all OCFO workforces, Ames has the highest percentage of 
employees who are 60 years or older. The following figure depicts the age distribution of 
the Ames OCFO workforce. 

ARC OCFO Employee Age 
(years as a percent of total workforce) 
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The graph below provides information on workforce age within OCFO key occupational 
series. 

ARC OCFO Workforce Age by Key Occupational Series 
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Data provided in this profile and in Appendix C.1. indicates the following: 
• Ames has the smallest percentage of employees under 30 years of age at 5% and 

the largest percentage over 60 years of age at 16%. 
• Employees who are 60 years or older fall within the Miscellaneous 

Administrative and Program (301) and Financial Administration and Program 
(501) series. 

• Accounting (510), Accounting Technician (525), and Budget Analysis (560) are 
the only key occupational series with employees who are 30 years or younger. 

Observations 

Ames appears to face significant talent pipeline and succession planning challenges. 
Only five percent of the workforce is under thirty years of age and sixteen percent is over 
sixty, the most extreme proportions amongst an OCFO locations. 
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Ames OCFO Workforce Education 

Fifty-seven percent of Ames employees have bachelor' s degrees as their highest 
educational degree, compared to the OCFO average of 53%. The figure below provides 
an overview of the Ames OCFO workforce by highest educational degree. 

ARC OCFO Workforce by Hii:helt 
Educational Degree Attained 
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Data provided in this profile and in Appendix C.2. indicates the following: 
• 9% of Ames OCFO employees hold a master's degree. Compared to HQ and 

other Centers, this is the smallest proportion of employees holding a masters 
degree, except Stennis who also has 9% of employees holding a master' s degree. 

• 23% of Ames OCFO employees have not attained a higher educational degree 
compared to 21 % of the entire OCFO workforce who do not have a degree. 

• Within the Miscellaneous Administrative and Program (301) series, 56% have a 
bachelor's degree compared to 38% across the entire OCFO for this series. 

• 50% of Management and Program Analysts (343) have a bachelor's degree 
whereas 46% of employees across the OCFO have a bachelor's degree. 

• 53% of employees within the Financial Administration and Program (501) series 
have a bachelor's degree. There are no Ames OCFO employees within this series 
who hold a master's degree, whereas 25% of the entire OCFO workforce has a 
master's degree within this series. 

• 65% of employees within the Budget Analysts (560) series have a bachelor' s 
degree, compared to 60% across the entire OCFO within this series. 

• ·33% of Accounting Technicians (525) have bachelor's degrees, compared to 23% 
of the entire OCFO who have bachelor's degrees. 11 % have associate's degrees 
which is slightly more than the entire OCFO at 4%. 56% of Accounting 
Technicians have no degree, compared to 21% of the entire OCFO workforce 
within this series. 
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Observations 

Ames has larger proportions of employees with associate degrees or bachelor's degrees 
compares to HQ and other Centers. All key occupational series, except for Management 
and Program Analysis (343), have higher proportions of employees with bachelor's 
degrees than the entire OCFO. Finally, similar to Stennis, Ames OCFO has the smallest 
percentage of employees with master's degrees at 9%. 

Ames OCFO Workforce Retirement Projection 

Sixty percent of the Ames OCFO workforce is eligible for retirement in less than ten 
years. Ames has the largest near-term percentage of workforce eligible for retirement of 
all the OCFO locations. The figure below details Ames workforce retirement eligibility 
within key occupational series. 
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Data provided in this profile and in Appendix C.3. indicates the following: 
• 45% of the Ames OCFO workforce is eligible for retirement in less than 5 years, 

compared to 30% of employees who are eligible across the entire OCFO. 
• 60% of Ames OCFO employees are eligible to retire in 10 years or less, while 

only 44% of the entire OCFO workforce is eligible in 10 years or less. 
• 52% of employees within the Miscellaneous Administrative and Program (301) 

series are eligible to retire in 5 years or less compared to 40% across the OCFO 
for this series. 

• 50% Management and Program Analyst (343) are eligible to retire in 5 years or 
less, which is significantly more than the 27% eligible across the OCFO within 
this series. 

• 53% of employees within the Financial Administration and Program (501) series 
are eligible to retire in 5 years or less, compared to 36% who are eligible across 
the entire OCFO within this series. 
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• 47% of Accountants (510) are eligible for retirement in 5 years or less, while only 
26% of accountants are eligible throughout the OCFO. 

• 44% of Accounting Technicians (525) are eligible to retire in 5 years or less, 
slightly more than Technicians within the OCFO workforce as a whole. 

• 40% of Budget Analysts (560) are eligible to retire in 10 years or less, compared 
to 31 % of budget analysts across the OCFO. 

Observations 

Ames OCFO expects significant loss of financial management human capital across all 
occupational series in the next 5 to 10 years. This is particularly apparent in the 
Miscellaneous Administrative and Program (301), Management and Program Analysis 
(343), Financial Administration and Program (501), and Accounting (510) series. 

Ames OCFO Workforce NASA Service 

The Ames OCFO averages 13 years of NASA service and a median of 12 years of NASA 
service. The following chart displays NASA years of service by key occupational series 
for Ames OCFO employees . 

. \mes OCFO Years of NASA Scrvke by Key Series 
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Data provided in this profile and in Appendix C.6. indicates the following: 
• Ames has the smallest proportion of workforce with less than 5 years of NASA 

service at 27%, similar to Marshall. 
• Ames has a relatively large percentage of employees with 6 to 15 years of NASA 

service at 35%, compared to 20% of employees in series and range across the 
OCFO. 
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• 15% of employees within the Ames Miscellaneous Administrative and Program 
(301) series have 0 to 5 years of NASA service, compared to 20% of analysts 
across the OCFO. 

• 22% of Ames Management and Program Analysts (343) have 0 to 5 years of 
NASA service, which is less than analysts across the OCFO at 38%. 33% of 
analysts have 6 to 15 years of NASA service, slightly more than analysts across 
all Centers and HQ at 19%. 

• 20% of employees within the Financial Administration and Program (501) have 0 
to 5 years of NASA service, compared to 31 % of employees across the entire 
OCFO. 33% of Ames employees have 6 to 15 years, which is slightly higher than 
employees in this series across the OCFO at 21 %. 

• 40% of Ames Accountants (510) have less than one year of service, the largest 
proportion of all OCFO locations. 40% have 6 to 15 years of NASA service, 
compared to 19% of Accountants across the OCFO. 

• 22% of Ames Accounting Technicians (525) have 0 to 5 years of NASA service 
and 56% have 6 to 15 years, slightly more.than Technicians across the OCFO. 

• Approximately half of Ames Budget Analysts (560) have five years or less of 
NASA service, which is consistent with the overall NASA OCFO average. 25% 
of Ames' analysts have 6 to 15 years of NASA service, and 15% have 16 to 25 
years of service. 

Observations 

The data indicates that Ames employees are relatively experienced with regard to NASA 
policies, procedures, and technologies. Compared to other OCFO locations, Ames has a 
relatively large percentage of employees with s6 to 15 years of NASA service. This trend 
is particularly demonstrated in the Management and Program Analysis (343), Financial 
Administration and Program (501), Accounting (510), and Budget Analysis (560) series. 
Ames has the smallest proportion of workforce with less than five years of NASA 
service, aside from Marshall. · 
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Ames OCFO Key Competencies 

The table below provides the subject matter, technical and behavioral competencies 
considered most critical of the Ames OCFO workforce. The information reflects 
information gathered from one (1) interviewee. Further information is available in 
Appendix B.4. 

-

Ames 0Cf10 Subject i\laucr Compcll'ndes 

NASA-related p1oc~ses fm the administrative cont·ol ofre5ources. fund allocation and fund 
ccmttol, paperaork management. program objective<;, inter and intrn-N l\S.A reimhur<iable 

. eements. and fundm and finand~J te rt<; 

Laws regarding appropriated and other types of funds (i.e., reimbursable accounts, working 
ca ital funds, loan funds, notifications and rovals re uired before funds are obli ated 

Abdit)1 to unde1r,tand and utih7e the SAP financ;aI management information system, including 
the estabJishment and maintenance of appropriate internal control<, to en<,ure the generation of 
timel , accurate, and con'>istent financ1a1 mformation 
Working knowledge of functionalities in NASA financial management systems (i.e., SAP, N2, 
B 

Written commurucation 

AnaJ tical 
Decisiveness 
lnte · /Honer,t 
Problem solving 

TeamwCJrk 
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A.2. Dryden Flight Research Center OCFO Workforce Profile and Competency 
Assessment 

This section provides an overview of the Dryden OCFO workforce with respect to age, 
education, retirement eligibility, and NASA service. The subject matter, technical and 
behavioral competencies considered by Dryden OCFO managers to be most critical are 
also detailed. 

Dryden OCFO Workforce Age 

The Dryden OCFO consists of29 employees. The average employee age is 47 years with 
a median of 50 years. This is slightly higher than the NASA OCFO's average and median 
of 46 years. Thirty-five percent of Dryden's workforce is under 45 years of age, 
compared to 44% across the OCFO. The following figure depicts the age distribution of 
the Dryden OCFO workforce. 

J;>ryden OCFO Employee Age 
(years as a percent of total workforce) 
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The graph below provides information on workforce age within OCFO key occupational 
sen es. 

Dryden OCFO Workforce Age By Key Occ11pational Series 
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Data provided in this profile and in Appendix C. l. indicates the following: 
• 14% of employees within the Miscellaneous Administrative and Program (301) 

series are less than 30 years of age, compared to NASA OCFO employees within 
this series at 3%. This series is the only occupational series at Dryden with 
employees under 30 years of age. 

• 60% of Accountants (510) are 30 to 44 years of age, compared to 40% of 
accountants across the OCFO. 

• Approximately half of Accounting Technicians (525) are 30 to 44 years of age 
compared to 32% of technicians across the OCFO. Nearly half are 45 to 59_years 
of age, compared to 35% across the OCFO within the series. 

Observations 

The data suggests that Dryden has an older workforce compare to the overall OCFO. This 
trend is consistent in the Miscellaneous Administrative and Program (301), Accounting 
Technician (525), and 'Other' series. However, Dryden has a larger proportion of 
Miscellaneous Administrative and Program (30 l) employees less than thirty years of age 
in comparison to the entire OCFO. The occupations represented in the 'Other' series 
include: (3 employees) Financial Management (505); (1 employee) Civilian Pay (544); 
and (1 employee) Miscellaneous Clerk and Assistant (303). 
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Dryden OCFO Workforce Education 

Compared to HQ and other Centers, Dryden has the largest proportion of employees with 
no degree, similar to Goddard. Dryden OCFO also has the smallest proportion of its 
workforce holding bachelor's degrees. The figure below provides an overview of the 
Dryden OCFO workforce by highest educational degree attained. 
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Data provided in this profile and in Appendix C.2. indicates the following: 
• 38% of Dryden OCFO employees do not have a higher educational degree, which 

is more than the OCFO average of 21 % for this level of education. 
• 24% of the Dryden OCFO workforce has associate degrees, compared to only 4% 

of the entire OCFO population for this level of education. 
• 28% of the Dryden workforce has a bachelor's degree, compared to 52% of 

employees who have bachelor' s degrees across the OCFO. 
• 10% of Dryden employees hold a master's as their highest degree attained 

compared to 22% of the entire OCFO workforce with master' s degrees. 
• 57% of Dryden employees within the Miscellaneous Administrative and Program 

(301) workforce have no degree, which significantly more than the OCFO 
average which is approximately 29% within this series. Only 7% of Dryden 
employees in this series hold bachelor's degrees, compared to 38% of the 
employees in this series across the OCFO workforce. 

• 80% of Accountants (510) have bachelor's degrees, compared to 71% of 
accountants within the entire OCFO population. 

• 75% of Accounting Technicians (525) have no degree, slightly more than the 
OCFO average of 71 % within this particular series. 
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Observations 

Data indicates that Dryden's workforce have more employees with no degree and less 
number of employees who have bachelor's degrees compared to the entire OCFO 
workforce. 

Dryden OCFO Workforce Retirement Projection 

Seventeen percent of the Dryden OCFO workforce is eligible for retirement in less than 
five years, the lowest of all OCFO locations. However, in 5 to 9 years, 28% of the 
Dryden workforce is eligible to retire which is significantly more than the OCFO average 
at 14%. The figure below details Dryden workforce retirement eligibility within key 
occupational series. 

Dryden OCFO Retirement Eligibility Forecast 
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Data provided in this profile and in Appendix C.3. indicates the following: 
• 14% of employees within the Miscellaneous Administrative and Program (301) 

series are eligible to retire in less than 5 years, compared to 40% of such 
employees across the OCFO. 57% of employees within this series are eligible to 
retire in 10 or more years, which is slightly more than the OCFO average which is 
3 8% within this series. 

• Occupations with less than 5 years until retirement eligibility in the 'Other' series 
include: (2 employees) Financial Management (505); (1 employee) Civilian Pay 
(544). 

Observations 

Data indicates the majority of Dryden's OCFO workforce will retire in 5 to 9 years. 
However, within key occupational series, this trend is not particularly significant when 
comparing all series. For example, within the Miscellaneous Administrative and 
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Program (301) series, the majority of employees will become eligible to retire in 10 or 
more years. 

Dryden OCFO Workforce NASA Service 

The average number of NASA years of service at Dryden is 8 years with a median of 7 
years. The following chart displays NASA years of service by key occupational series for 
Dryden OCFO employees. 

Dryden OCFO Years of NAS . .\ Service by Key Series 
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Data provided in this profile and in Appendix C.6. indicates the following: 
• 41% of the Dryden OCFO workforce has 0 to 5 years of NASA service, 

comparable to the NASA OCFO average. 
• Within the Miscellaneous Administrative and Program (301) series, 43% of 

employees have less than five years of NASA service, which is more than the 
OCFO average at 22% for employees within this series. 

• Within the Accounting (510) series, 80% of Dryden employees have less than 5 
years of NASA service, compared to 48% of accountants across the OCFO. 

• Within the Accounting Technician (525) series, 25% of Dryden employees have 0 
to 5 years of NASA service, compared to the OCFO average of 13% for this 
particular series. 
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Observations 

Based on available data, Dryden' s workforce is somewhat less experienced with regard to 
NASA compared to the entire OCFO. The Miscellaneous Administrative and Program 
(301), Accounting (510), and Accounting Technician (525) series have fairly large 
proportions of employees who have five years or less of NASA tenure. Therefore, 
knowledge of NASA·specific policies, procedures, and technologies in these 
occupational series may be relatively lower compared to HQ and other Centers. 

Dryden OCFO Key Competencies 

The table below shows the subject matter, technical and behavioral competencies 
considered most critical of the Dryden OCFO workforce. The information reflects 
information gathered from one (1) interviewee. Further information is available in 
Appendix B.4. 

--

nryd~o OCFO Subject Muucr Curn1Jcr1.•11ci~ 

NASA accountin olicies and rocedures 
Kno~ledge of and ability to u&e principle&. methods, techniques, and S}'!Stem"l of financial 
man ement to 1m rove ro am effective11ess and cl.15tomer service 
Mission and functions of central agencies such as OMB, Treasury, GSA, and OPM that play in 

overnment financial o rations 
Public Jaw&, executive order!S, OMB cuculru&, bulletin<,, NASA directiw11, Compttoller 

GA01 deci!-.10nc;. and court o 1ruon overrun NASA'b 111aria ement 

Ab1ht)' tv under!itand and utilize the SAP financial management information S}'stem, includmg 
the estabh<,hment and maintenance of apptopriate mtemal controls to en11ure the generation of 
timel , accurate. and con<,i~tent financial information 
Working knowledge of functionalities in NASA financial management systems (i.e., SAP, N2, 
B 
Microi.oft Excel 
Knowled e of data conversation and data verification methodolo es 

Anal t1cal 
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A.3. Glenn Research Center OCFO Workforce Profile and Competency Assessment 

This section provides an overview of the Glenn OCFO workforce with respect to age, 
education, retirement eligibility, and NASA service. Due to unavailable data, Glenn's 
competency assessment is unavailable. 

Glenn OCFO Worlforce Age 

The Glenn OCFO consists of 68 employees. The average employee age is 47 years with 
a median of 49 years. Both are slightly higher than the OCFO average of 46 years of age. 
Compared to HQ and other Centers, Glenn has the smallest percentage of employees 
within the range of 30 to 44 years and the largest percentage within 45 to 59 years of age. 
The following figure depicts the age distribution of the Glenn OCFO workforce. 

Glenn OCFO Employee Age 
(years as a percent of total workforce) 
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The graph below provides information on workforce age within OCFO key occupational 
series. 
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Data provided in this profile and in Appendix C. l. indicates the fol1owing: 
• 10% of the Glenn workforce is under 30 years of age, same as the average number 

of employees across the entire OCFO within this range. 
• 22% Of Glenn's workforce is 30 to 44 years of age, compared to 34% of OCFO 

employees within this range. 
• 60% of Glenn's workforce is 45 to 59 years of age which is higher than the OCFO 

average number of employees within this range at 47%. 
• 7% of Glenn's Management and Program Analysts (343) are less than 30 years of 

age. 21 % of employees within this series are 30 to 44 years of age compared to 
34% across the entire OCFO in this series and range. 68% of Glenn employees 
within this series are 45 to 59 years of age, slightly higher than the OCFO average 
at 47% within this range. 

• Employees within the Financial Administration and Program (501) series have no 
employees under the age of 30. 63% of employees within this series are 45 to 59, 
years of age, compared to the OCFO average of 57% for this series and range. 

• 25% of Glenn's Accountants (510) are 30 to 44 years of age, compared to the 
OCFO average of 40% in this series and range. 63% are 45 to 59 years of age, 
compared to the OCFO average of 4 7% for this series and range. 
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Observations 

Compared to other OCFO locations, Glenn has a smaller proportion of employees who 
are 30 to 44 years of age and a larger proportion of employees 45 to 49 years of age. 
This is particularly evident among Management and Program Analysts (343) and 
Accountants (510). Glenn has a relatively small proportion of Management and Program 
Analysts and a larger than average proportion of Accountants under the age of 30 years. 

Glenn OCFO Workforce Education 

Forty-six percent of Glenn OCFO employees have a bachelor' s degree as their highest 
educational degree, slightly less than the OCFO average of 40%. The figure below 
provides an overview of the Glenn OCFO workforce by highest educational degree. 

Glenn OCFO Workforce by Hii:hest Educational Degree: Attained 
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Data provided in this profile and in Appendix C.2. indicates the following: 
• 21 % of Management and Program Analysts (343) have no degree which is 

slightly higher than the average across the OCFO at 13% in this series. 54% of 
Glenn analysts have a bachelor's degree. 

• Within the Financial Administration and Program (501) series, approximately half 
do not have a degree, higher than the OCFO average which is 37% in this series. 
38% of employees within this series have a bachelor' s degree, compared to 31 % 
of employees within this series across the OCFO. 

• All Accountants (510) have either a bachelor' s or master's degree. This is 
relatively atypical, as frequently within the NASA OCFO some employees have 
no degree or associate degrees. 
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Observations 

Glenn has a smaller percentage of employees with a bachelor' s degree compared to 
NASA OCFO, except for Management and Program analysts (343). The Glenn OCFO 
Accounting ( 510) series has a relatively higher level of education compared to the overall 
NASA OCFO Accounting workforce, as they all have at least a bachelor's degree. 
However, the Financial Administration and Program (501) series has a high percentage of 
employees with no degree. 

Glenn OCFO Workforce Retirement Projection 

Fifty-two percent of employees within the Glenn OCFO are eligible to retire in less than 
ten years. Aside from Ames, this is the largest proportion of all the OCFO locations. The 
figure below details Glenn workforce retirement eligibility within key occupational 
series. 

Glenn OCFO Retirement Eligibility Forecast 
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Data provided in this profile and in Appendix C.3. indicates the following: 
• 28% of the Glenn OCFO workforce is eligible for retirement in less than five 

years, slightly less than the NASA OCFO average at 30%. 
• 52% of the Glenn OCFO workforce is eligible to retire in less than 10 years. 
• All employees within the Miscellaneous Administrative and Program (301) and 

Accounting Technician (525) are eligible to retire in less than 5 years. 
• 57% of Management and Program Analysts (343) are eligible to retire in less than 

10 years, slightly higher than the OCFO average of 39% for employees within this 
occupational series. 
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• 6% of Accountants (510) are eligible to retire in less than 5 years, compared to 
26% across the entire OCFO workforce. 25% of Glenn Accountants are eligible to 
retire in 5 to 9 years, slightly higher than the average of 14% in this series. 69% of 
Glenn accountants are eligible in 10 or more years years, compared to the OCFO 
average of 59% for employees within this series. 

Observations 

Over the next ten years, fifty-two percent of the Glenn OCFO workforce is eligible to 
retire. This retirement wave is particularly evident within the Management and Program 
Analysis (343) series. The Accounting (510) series projects a relatively small proportion 
of retirees in less than five years but anticipates relatively large proportions in five or 
more years. Employees in both the Miscellaneous Administrative and Program (301) and 
Accounting Technicians (525) series are eligible to retire within five years. 

Glenn OCFO Workforce NASA Service 

The Glenn OCFO workforce has an average of 16 years of NASA service, compared to 
the OCFO average of 12 years. Glenn OCFO's median years of NASA service is 18 
years. The following chart displays NASA years of service by key occupational series for 
the Glenn OCFO. 

Glenn OCFO Years of NASA Service by Key Serles 
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Data provided in this profile and in Appendix C.6. indicates the following: 
• 63% of the Glenn OCFO workforce has 16 or more years of NASA service, 

compared to the OCFO average of 40% for this range. 
• All Miscellaneous Administrative and Program (301) and Accounting 

Technicians (525) employees have 16 or more years of NASA serviCe. 
• Within the Management and Program Analysis (343) series, 68% of employees 

have sixteen or more years ofNASAservice, while 43% of analysts across the 
OCFO fall within this range as well. 
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• Glenn has 44% of employees who have 16 to 25 years of NASA service, similar 
to Marshall. 

• Glenn has 19% of employees who have 26 or more years of NASA service, 
similar to Goddard. 

Observations 

Of all OCFO locations, Glenn has more employees with 16 or more years of NASA 
service in comparison to HQ and other Centers. This is evident across all Glenn OCFO's 
key occupational series, except Accounting (510). The data indicates that Glenn's 
workforce is relatively knowledgeable in NASA-specific policies, procedures, and 
technologies. 
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A.4. Goddard Space Flight Center OCFO Workforce Profile and Competency 
Assessment 

This section provides an overview of the Goddard OCFO workforce with respect to age, 
education, retirement eligibility, and NASA service. The subject matter, technical and 
behavioral competencies considered by Goddard OCFO managers to be most critical are 
also detailed. 

Goddard OCFO Workforce Age 

The Goddard OCFO consists of 102 employees. The average employee age is 46 years 
with a median of 47 years, similar to the NASA OCFO average of 46 years. The 
following chart depicts the age distribution of the Goddard OCFO workforce. 

Goddard OCFO Employee Age 
(years as a percent of total workforce) 
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The graph below provides information on workforce age within OCFO key occupational 
series. 
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Data provided in this profile and in Appendix C. l. indicates the following: 
• 9% of the workforce is under 30 years of age, comparable to the NASA OCFO 

average of 10%. 
• Employees who are 60 years or older comprise 10% of the workforce, somewhat 

higher than the NASA OCFO average of 8%. 
• Employees within the Miscellaneous Administrative and Program (301) series are 

all 45 to 59 years of age. 
• Management and Program Analysts (343) are equally distributed between the 30 

to 44 and 45 to 59 years of age range. No employees in this series are under the 
age of 30, compared to the OCFO average at 14% for this series. 

• 44% of employees within the Financial Administration and Program (501) series 
are under 30 years of age, compared to the OCFO average of 8% within this 
series. 38% of employees are over 45 years of age, compared to 68% of 
employees within this series across the entire OCFO. 

• Within the Accounting (510) series, 4% of employees are under 30 years of age, 
while 7 % is the average across the OCFO for this series. 11 % of Accountants are 
over 60 years of age, compared to the OCFO average of 7%. 

• Goddard has no Accounting Technicians (525) who are less than 30 years of age, 
compared to the OCFO average of 6%. 50% of Goddard technicians are 30 to 44 
years of age, compared to the OCFO average of 32% in this series. 13% are 45 to 
59 years of age, compared to 35 % across the entire OCFO within this series. 
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Observations 

Data indicates that Goddard OCFO's age statistics are similar in comparison to the 
NASA OCFO. Age distribution does vary across key occupational series. For example, 
all Miscellaneous Administrative and Program (301) employees are 45 to 59 years of age. 
Management and Program Analysts (343) have a small proportion of employees less than 
45 years of age, whereas the Financial Administration and Program (501) employees 
have a large proportion. Goddard's Accountants (510) also seem to be somewhat older 
than NASA OCFO's average age for this particular series. 

Goddard OCFO Work!Orce Education 

Forty-seven percent of Goddard OCFO employees hold a bachelor's degree, which is 
comparable to the OCFO average of 52%. Compared to other Centers and HQ, Goddard 
OCFO has the largest proportion of employees with no degree. The figure below 
provides an overview of the Goddard OCFO workforce by highest level of education 
attained. 
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Data provided in this profile and in Appendix C.2. indicates the following: 
• 39% of employees have not attained a higher educational degree, compared to the 

OCFO average of21%. 
• 1 % of Goddard OCFO employees have associate degrees, compared to the OCFO 

average of 4%. 
• 13% of Goddard OCFO employees hold a master's as their highest educational 

degree attained which is slightly lower than the OCFO average of22% who hold 
master's degrees. 

• 40% of employees within the Miscellaneous Administrative and Program (301) 
series have no degree, compared to 29% which is the OCFO average within this 
occupational series. There are no employees in this series with associate degrees, 
compared to the OCFO average of 12%. 20% hold bachelor's degrees, which is 
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less than the OCFO average of 38% in this series. However, 40% of employees 
within this series hold master's degrees, which is higher than the average of 18% 
across the OCFO within this occupational series. 

• 21 % of Management and Program Analysts (343) do not have a higher 
educational degree, compared to 13% of analysts across the entire OCFO in this 
series. 21 % of Goddard analysts hold master's degrees which is less than the 
OCFO average of 31 % within this series. 

• 56% of Financial Administration and Program (501) employees do not have a 
higher educational degree, compared to an average of 3 7% across the OCFO 
within this series. 13% have a master' s degree compared to an average of 25% 
across the OCFO for this series. 

• Within the Accounting (510) series, 25% have no higher educational degree, 
compared to only 9% of accountants across the OCFO. 62% of Goddard 
accountants have a bachelor's degree, compared to 71% across the OCFO. 

• 88% of Accounting Technicians (525) have no degree in comparison to the 
average of 71 % of technicians within the OCFO. 12% hold bachelor's degrees 
which is less than the OCFO average of 23% within this series. 

Observations 

Compared to HQ and other Centers, Goddard has the largest proportion of employees 
with no higher educational degree. Goddard also has a relatively small proportion of 
employees holding bachelor' s degrees. These trends are apparent within the 
Miscellaneous Administrative and Program (301 ), Accounting (510), and Accounting 
Technician (525) series. The Management and Program Analysis (343) and Financial 
Administration and Program (501) series likewise have relatively large proportions of 
workforces with no higher educational degree; these workforces also exhibit relatively 
small proportions of employees with master's degrees. The Miscellaneous 
Administrative and Program (301) series also has a relatively large proportion of 
employees with master's degrees. 
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Goddard OCFO Workforce Retirement Projection 

Thirty-eight percent of the Goddard OCFO workforce is eligible for retirement in less 
than five years, compared to an average of30% across the entire OCFO. The figure 
below details Goddard workforce retirement eligibility within key occupational series. 
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Data provided in this profile and in Appendix C.3. indicates the following: 
• 49% percent of the Goddard OCFO workforce is eligible for retirement in less 

than 10 years, compared to the OCFO average of 45%. 
• 60% of the Miscellaneous Administrative and Program (301) series is eligible to 

retire in less than 5 years, compared to the OCFO average of 40% in this series. 
40% are eligible in less than 10 years, compared to an average of22% across the 
OCFO in this series. 

• 29% of Goddard's Management and Program Analysts (343) are eligible for 
retirement in less than 5 years, in comparison to the OCFO average of 27% in this 
series. 7% of Goddard analysts are eligible to retire in less than 10 years, 
compared to the OCFO average of 12% within this series. 

• 19% of employees within the Financial Administration and Program (501) series 
are eligible to retire in less than 5 years. 

• Within the Accounting (510) series, 40% of employees are eligible to retire in less 
than 5 years, compared to the OCFO average of26% for accountants. 

• 50% of Accounting Technicians (525) are eligible to retire in less than 5 years, 
compared to the OCFO average of 30%. No employees are eligible to retire in 
less than 10 years, compared to the OCFO average of 16% for this series. 
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Observations 

Near-term retirement is a particularly evident issue within the Miscellaneous 
Administrative and Program (301), Accounting (510), and Accounting Technician (525) 
series at Goddard. The projected rate of retirement for Goddard's Management and 
Program Analysis (343) series is slightly higher than the OCFO average with regard to 
employees who are eligible to retire in ten years or less. 

Goddard OCFO Workforce NASA Service 

Goddard has an average of 15 years of NASA service, compared to the OCFO average of 
12 years. Goddard's median is 17 years of NASA service. The following chart displays 
NASA years of service by key occupational series for Goddard OCFO employees. 
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Data provided in this profile and in Appendix C.6. indicates the following: 
• Overall, 53% of the Goddard OCFO workforce has 16 or more years of NASA 

service, compared to the OCFO average of 40%. 
• Goddard had a high percentage of employees who have 26 years or more of 

service at 19%, similar to Glenn. 
• There are no employees within the Miscellaneous Administrative and Program 

(301) series who have 0 to 5 years of NASA, compared to the OCFO average of 
20% within this series. No employees within this series have 6 to 15 years of 
service, compared to the OCFO average of 22%. 

• 64% of Goddard's Management and Program Analysts (343) have 16 or more 
years of NASA service, which is more than the OCFO average of 43% within this 
series. 
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• 50% of employees within Goddard's Financial Administration and Program (501) 
series have 0 to 5 years of NASA service, compared to 31 % which is the OCFO 
average. 38% have 16 or more years of NASA service, which is less than the 
OCFO average at 48% in this particular series. 

• 42% of Accountants (510) have 0 to 5 years of NASA service, while the OCFO 
average is 48% in this series. 49% have more than 15 years of NASA service, 
compared to the OCFO average which is 33% for accountants. 

• Goddard has no Accounting Technicians (525) with 0 to 5 years of NASA 
service, compared to the OCFO average of 13% within this series. 63% have 16 to 
25 years service with NASA, compared to the OCFO average of 35% in this 
series. 

Observations 

The Goddard OCFO workforce has relatively more tenure at NASA compared to other 
Centers and HQ. Data indicates that knowledge of NASA policies, procedures, and 
technologies is relatively strong in the Miscellaneous Administrative and Program (301), 
Management and Program Analysis (343), Accounting (510), and Accounting Technician 
(525) series. However, NASA-related knowledge may not be as strong in the Financial 
Administration and Program (501) series, as a relatively high proportion of employees 
have five years or less of NASA service. 
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Goddard OCFO Key Competencies 

The table below shows the subject matter, technical and behavioral competencies 
considered most critical of the Goddard OCFO workforce. The information reflects 
information gathered from four (4) interviewees. Further information is available in 
Appendix B.4. 

Federal acc.ountrng concep~ and c;tandards, includrng full cost accountmg. properfy 
mana emer1t. and "NASA bud et rocedures and c, c,terr.c, 

Ba<:iic techniques offirwnc1al management. economic analy<.;is. management controls, auditmg, 
and ro am evaluat10n 
Knowledge of and ability to use principles, methods, techniques, and systems of financial 
mana ement to im rove ro am effectiveness and customer service 

Ability to underatand and ut1hze the S:\P financial manag~ment information sy'item, including 
the e<stabli<ihment and maintenance of app1'opriate mtemal control::. to emure the gene1atton of 
tune] , accwate, and cons1~tent financial mformatton 
Working knowledge of functionalities in NASA financial mariagement systems (i.e., SAP, N2, 
B 
Performa1'l.ce measure<; and analysis to track Center or N i\SA performance to identify and 
analyze roblem areas and identif' tential r.olutions 
Understanding of generally accepted management principles and practices and organizational 
develo ment conce ts and rinci les 
Written commurucation 

Goth.lard OCFO Dch~wiorul Com crcncies 
Competency Name 

Anahtical 
Integrity /Honesty 
Interoer~onal ~kills 
Problem solving 
Teamwork 
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A.5. Headquarters OCFO Workforce Profile and Competency Assessment 

This section provides an overview of the Headquarters OCFO workforce with respect to 
age, education, retirement eligibility, and NASA service. Headquarters' competency 
assessment is unavailable due to incomplete data. 

Headquarters OCFO Workforce Age 

The Headquarters OCFO consists of 98 employees. Both the average and median age of 
the workforce is 46 years, which is the same as the OCFO average. Compared to all the · 
Centers, Headquarters has the smallest percentage of workforce under the age of 30 years 
at 4%, compared to the OCFO average of 10%. The following figure depicts the age 
distribution of the Headquarters OCFO workforce. 

Headquarters OCFO Employee Age 
(years as a percent of total workforce) 
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The graph below provides information on workforce age within OCFO key occupational 
series. 
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Data provided in this profile and in Appendix C. l. indicates the following: 
• Accounting (510), Accounting Technician (525), and Budget Analysis (560) are 

the only key occupational series at Headquarters with employees less than 30 
years of age. 

• Employees within the Miscellaneous Administrative and Program (301) series 
have no employees under the age of 30 years, compared to the OCFO average of 
3%. 40% are 30 to 44 years of age, higher than the OCFO average of 46%. 60% 
of employees within this series are 45 to 59 years of age, slightly more than the 
OCFO average of 58% in this series. 

• Headquarters has no Management and Program Analysts (343) who are less than 
30 years of age, compared to the OCFO average of 14%. 27% are 30 to 44 years 
of age, lower than the OCFO average of 34%. 55% are 45 to 59 years of age, 
higher than the OCFO average of 47% for this particular series. 

• There are no employees within the Financial Administration and Program (501) 
under 45 years of age, compared to the OCFO average of 32%. I 00% are 45 to 59 
years of age; the OCFO average is 58%. 

• 4% of Accountants (510) are under 30 years of age, slightly less than the OCFO 
average of 7%. 46% are 30 to 44 years of age which is comparable to the OCFO 
average of 40% for this series. 

• 4% of Budget Analysts (560) are less than 30 years of age, compared to 13% of 
analysts across the entire OCFO. 44% are 30 to 44 years of age which is 
equivalent to .the OCFO average. 
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Observations 

Across all key occupational series, Headquarters has few employees under the age of 
thirty. This trend is particularly evident within the Management and Program Analysis 
(343), Accounting (510), and Budget Analysis (560) series. 

Headquarters OCFO Workforce Education 

Fifty-one percent of Headquarters employees have a bachelor's degree, similar to the 
NASA OCFO average. Thirty-three percent have a master's degree, compared to the 
OCFO average of22%. The figure below provides an overview of the Headquarters 
OCFO workforce by highest degree of education attained. 
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Data provided in this profile and in Appendix C.2. indicates the following: 
• 16% of Headquarters employees have no degree compared to an average of21% 

across the OCFO. No employees have associate's degrees, compared to 4% of the 
entire OCFO population. 

• 33% of HQ employees have master's degrees, which is slightly more than the 
OCFO average at 22%. 

• 40% of employees within the Miscellaneous Administrative and Program (301) 
have bachelor's degree, compared to the OCFO average of 38%. 40% have 
master's degrees, compared to 18% of employees within this series across the 
OCFO. 

• 18% of Management and Program Analysts (343) have no degree, which is 
slightly higher than the OCFO average of l3%. 45% have bachelor's degrees, 
less than the OCFO average of 54%. 36% have master's degrees, more than the 
OCFO average of 31 %. 
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• 66% of employees within Financial Administration and Program (501) have 
master's degrees, compared to 25% which is the OCFO average. 33% have no 
degree, which is slightly less than the OCFO average at 36% for this series. 

• Within the Accounting (510) series, 65% have bachelor' s degrees, less than the 
OCFO average of71%. 29% have master's degrees, which is higher than the 
OCFO average at 18% for accountants. 

• 20% of Budget Analysts (560) have no degree, compared to 12% of the OCFO. 
40% have master' s degrees, which is significantly greater than the OCFO average 
at20%. 

Observations 

Headquarters has one of the highest proportions of employees with master's degrees, 
similar to Langley. Several occupations have workforces with relatively large proportions 
of employees with master's degrees and relatively small shares of employees with no 
degree, including the Miscellaneous Administrative and Program (301), Financial 
Administration and Program (501), and Accounting (510) series. All key occupational 
series have either similar or smaller proportions of employees with bachelor's degrees 
compared to the entire NASA OCFO. The Headquarters Budget Analysis (560) and 
Management and Program Analysis (343) series have larger proportions of employees 
with no degree than NASA OCFO. 

Headquarters OCFO Workforce Retirement Projection 

Twenty-seven percent of the Headquarters OCFO workforce is eligible for retirement in 
less than five years and 43% is eligible to retire in less than ten years, comparable to 
NASA OCFO projections. The figure below details Headquarters workforce retirement 
eligibility within key occupational series. 
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Data provided in this profile and in Appendix C.3. indicates the following: 
• 20% of the Miscellaneous Administrative and Program (301) series is eligible for 

retirement in less than 5 years, compared to the OCFO average at 40%. No 
employees are eligible to retire within 5 to 9 years which is less than the OCFO 
average of22%. 

• 45% of Headquarters Management and Program Analysts (343) are eligible to 
retire in less than 5 years, higher than the OCFO average at 27%. 18% are eligible 
to retire in 5 to 9 years, slightly higher than the OCFO average of 12% for this 
series. 

• 66% of employees within the Financial Administration and Program (501) series 
are eligible for retirement in less than 5 years, compared to an average of 36% 
across the OCFO. 33% are eligible to retire in 5 to 9 years, more than the OCFO 
average of 16% for employees within this series. 

• 27% of Accountants (510) are eligible to retire in less than 5 years and 15% are 
eligible in 5 to 9 years. These figures are comparable to NASA OCFO 
Accounting series retirement statistics. 

• 16% of Headquarters Budget Analysts (560) are eligible to retire in less than 5 
years, compared to 18% across the entire OCFO. 24% are eligible to retire in 5 to 
9 years, slightly more than the OCFO average at 7%. 

Observations 

Headquarters retirement proportions are generally similar to averages across the entire 
NASA OCFO. Within occupational series, however, there are differences in the 
distribution of retirement projections. While the Accounting (510) series has a similar 
retirement projection to NASA OCFO, the Management and Program Analysis (343) 
series has a relatively large proportion of employees expected to retire in less than five 
years, as well as within five to nine years. The Budget Analysis (560) series has a 
relatively large proportion of workforce projected to retire in five to nine years. Nearly 
all Miscellaneous Administrative and Program (301) series employees are projected to 
retire in ten or more years. All employees within the Financial Administration and 
Program (501) series at HQ are projected to retire in less than ten years. 
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Headquarters OCFO Workforce NASA Service 

The average number of years of NASA service is 7 years, compared to an OCFO-wide 
average of 12 years. The median years of NASA service for Headquarters is 3 years. 
Headquarters has the largest percentage of workforce with 0 to 5 years of NASA service. 
The following graph displays NASA years of service by key occupational series for the 
Headquarters OCFO workforce. 

Headquarters OCFO Ytars of NASA Service by Key Series 
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Data provided in this profile and in Appendix C.6. indicates the following: 
• 40% of the Miscellaneous Administrative and Program (301) series have 0 to 5 

years of NASA service, significantly higher than the OCFO average at 20%. 20% 
have 6 to 15 years of NASA service, slightly iess than the average of 18% across 
the OCFO for this series. There are no employees within this that has 26 or more 
years of NASA service, compared to the OCFO average of 15%. 

• 64% of Management and Program Analysts (343) have 0 to 5 years of NASA 
service, compared to an OCFO average of 38%. 27% have 26 or more years 
compared to an OCFO average of 14%. 

• All Financial Administration and Program (501) series employees have 0 to 5 
years of NASA service compared to an average of 31 % of employees across the 
entire NASA OCFO within this series. 

• Within the Accountant (510) series, 81 % of employees have 0 to 5 years of 
NASA service, significantly more than the OCFO average of 48%. 

• 76% of Budget Analysts (560) have 0 to 5 years of NASA service, compared to 
an OCFO average of 51 %. 
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Observations 

Across all OCFO locations, Headquarters has the largest percentage of employees with 
five years or less of NASA service. This trend is evident across all key occupational 
series. This may indicate relatively less knowledge of NASA-specific policies, 
procedures, and technologies than in groups with more NASA experience. 
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A.6. Johnson Space Flight Center OCFO Workforce Profile and Competency 
Assessment 

This section provides an overview of the Johnson OCFO workforce with respect to age, 
education, retirement eligibility, and NASA service. The subject matter, technical and 
behavioral competencies considered by Johnson OCFO managers to be most critical are 
also detailed. 

Johnson OCFO Workforce Age 

Johnson' s OCFO consists of230 employees. The average employee age is 44 years with 
a median of 45 years. This is slightly younger than the NASA OCFO average and median 
(46 years). Johnson has the highest percentage of employees who are less than 30 years 
of age at 18%. The following figure depicts the age distribution of the Johnson OCFO 
workforce. 

Johnson OCFO Employee Age 
(years as a percent of total workforce) 
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The graph below provides information on workforce age within OCFO key occupational 
series. 
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Data provided in this profile and in Appendix C.l. indicates the following: 
• 18% of the workforce is under 30 years of age which is significantly higher than 

the OCFO average at 10%. 
• No employees within the Miscellaneous Administrative and Program (301) series 

are under 30 years of age, compared to an OCFO average of3%. 13% of 
employees are 30 to 44 years of age, which is less than the OCFO average of 26% 
within this series. 

• Within the Management and Program Analysis (343) series, 22% of employees 
are less than 30 years of age, slightly higher than the OCFO average of 14% for 
this particular series. 

• No employees within the Financial Administration and Program (501) series are 
under 30 years of age compared to an OCFO average of 8%. 15% are 30 to 44 
years of age, which is less than the OCFO average of 24% within this series. 

• 8% of Accountants (510) are less than 30 years of age compared to the OCFO 
average of7%. 38% are 30 to 44 years of age compared to the OCFO average of 
40% for employees within this series. 

• No employees within the Accounting Technician (525) series are under 30 years 
of age, compared to an OCFO average of 6%. 29% are 30 to 44 years of age 
compared to an OCFO average of 32% within this series. 
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Observations 

Compared to HQ and other Centers, Johnson has the largest proportion of employees who 
are less than thirty years of age. However, only within the Management and Program 
Analysis (343) and Accounting (510) series does Johnson have higher proportions of 
employees under thirty years of age than the NASA OCFO. The Miscellaneous 
Administrative and Program (301), Financial Administration and Program (501), and 
Accounting Technician (525) series have no employees less than thirty years of age. 

Johnson OCFO Workforce Education 

Forty-eight percent of Johnson employees have a bachelor's degree and 27% have a 
master's degree as their highest degree of education. The figure below provides an 
overview of the Johnson workforce by highest degree of education. 

Johnson OCFO Workforce by Highest 
Educational Degree Attained 
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Data provided in this profile and in Appendix C.2. indicates the following: 
• 23% of Johnson OCFO employees have no higher educational degree compared 

to an average of21 % across the entire OCFO. 
• 1 % of employees have associate degrees compared to an OCFO average of 4%. 
• 1 % of employees have Ph.D.s, which is equivalent to the NASA OCFO average. 
• 50% of employees within the Miscellaneous Administrative and Program (301) 

series have bachelor's degrees, compared to an OCFO average of 38%. 38% have 
master's degrees, which is slightly higher than the OCFO average at 36% within 
this series. 

• 51% of Management and Program Analysts (343) have bachelor's degrees, 
compared to the OCFO average of 54%. 36% have master' s degrees which is 
slightly more than the OCFO average of 31 % within this series. 
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• 85% of the Financial Administration and Program (501) series have no degree, 
compared to an OCFO average of 37%. 15% have bachelor's degrees compared 
to an OCFO average of 31 % for employees within this series. 

• 96% of Accountants (510) have bachelor's degrees, compared to an average of 
71 % across the OCFO. One employee holds a master's degree compared to an 
OCFO average of 18% within this series. 

• 86% of Accounting Technicians (525) have no degree compared to an OCFO 
average of71%. 14% hold bachelor' s degrees compared to an average of23% 
across the entire OCFO within this series. 

Observations 

Compared to other Centers and HQ, Johnson has the one of the highest percentages of 
employees with master's degrees. Within the Management and Program Analysis (343) 
series, Johnson has a somewhat smaller proportion of its workforce with bachelor's 
degrees and a somewhat larger proportion with master's degrees than the NASA OCFO. 
Similar to Glenn, all Accountants (510) have a minimum of a bachelor's degree. A 
relatively large proportion of Johnson's Financial Administration and Program (501) 
series have no degree. 

Johnson OCFO Workforce Retirement Projection 

Twenty-seven percent of the Johnson OCFO is eligible to retire in less than five years. 
13% of Johnson employees are eligible to retire in 5 to 9 years, similar to the NASA 
OCFO average (Appendix C.3.). The figure below details Johnson workforce retirement 
eligibility within key occupational series. 

Johnson OCFO Retirement Eligibility Forecast 
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Data provided in this profile and in Appendix C.3. indicates the following: 
• 40% of Johnson's workforce is eligible to retire in less than 10 years compared to 

an average of 44% of the OCFO workforce. 
• 38% of the Miscellaneous Administrative and Program series (301) is eligible to 

retire in less than 5 years, slightly less than the OCFO average at 40%. 50% of 
employees are eligible in 5 to 9 years, which is significantly more than the OCFO 
average at 22% within this series and range. 

• Within the Management and Program Analysis (343) workforce, 22% of 
employees are eligible to retire in less than 5 years, compared to the OCFO 
average of 27%. 9% of employees within this series are eligible to retire in 5 to 9 
years compared to an OCFO average within this series and range. 

• 62% of employees within the Financial Administration and Program (501) series 
are eligible to retire in less than 5 years, which is significantly more than the 
OCFO average at 34%. 15% of employees are eligible in 5 to 9 years compared to 
an OCFO average of 16% within this series and range. 

• 21 % of Accountants (510) are eligible to retire in less than 5 years, compared to 
·an OCFO average of 26%. 13% are eligible in 5 to 9 year which is comparable to 
the OCFO average of 14% for employees within this series and range. 

• 29% of Accounting Technicians (525) are eligible to retire in 0 to 5 years, 
compared to an OCFO average of 39%. 29% are eligible in 5 to 9 years which is 
slightly more than the OCFO average of 22% for this particular series and range. 

Observations 

Johnson's overall proportion of employees eligible to retire in the near term is similar to 
NASA OCFO's. Within occupational series, however, differences exist in retirement 
projections. Johnson's Management and Program Analysis (343) and Accountant (510) 
series are expected to retire at slightly lesser rates over the next 5 to 10 years than the 
NASA OCFO. However, a relatively large proportion of the Financial Administration 
and Program (501) series is projected to retire in less than five years. In 5 to 9 years, 
relatively large proportions of the Miscellaneous Administrative and Program (301) and 
Accounting Technician (525) series are expected to retire. 
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Johnson OCFO Workforce NASA Service 

The average length of NASA service at Johnson is 13 years with a median of 12 years. 
The following chart displays NASA years of service by key occupational series for 
Johnson OCFO employees. 

Johnwn OCFO Years ofNAS.\ Service by Key Series 
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Data provided in this profile and in Appendix C.6. indicates the following: 
• 40% of the Johnson OCFO workforce has 0 to 5 years of NASA service, 

equivalent to the NASA OCFO average. 
• No employees within the Miscellaneous Administrative and Program (301) series 

have 0 to 5 years of NASA service, compared to an OCFO average of20%. 63% 
have 16 to 25 years, which is significantly more than the OCFO average at 33% 
within this series and range. 

• 44% of employees within the Management and Program Analysis (343) series 
have 0 to 5 years of NASA service, compared to an OCFO average of28%. 16% 
have 6 to 15 years, slightly less than the OCFO average of 19% for employees 
within this series and range. 

• 8% of employees within the Financial Administration and Program (501) series 
have 0 to 5 years of NASA service, significantly less than the OCFO average at 
31 %. 54% have 16 to 25 years compared to an OCFO average of 34% for 
employees within this series and range. 

• 29% of Accountants (510) have 0 to 5 years of NASA service, compared to an 
OCFO average of 48%. 38% have 6 to 15 years compared to an OCFO average of 
19% within this series and range. 

• No employees within the Accounting Technician (525) series have 0 to 5 years of 
NASA service, while the OCFO average of 13%. 57% have 6 to 15 years, slightly 
more than the OCFO average of 48% for employees within this series and range. 
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Observations 

The average number years of NASA service at Johnson is relatively similar to the NASA 
OCFO. However, proportional distributions are inconsistent across key occupational 
series. Data suggests that all key occupational series, except for Management and 
Program Analysis (343), are relatively experienced with NASA policies, procedures, and 
technologies. 
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Johnson OCFO Key Competencies 

The table below shows the subject matter, technical and behavioral competencies 
considered most critical of the Johnson OCFO workforce. The infonnation reflects 
information gathered from four (4) interviewees. Further information is available in 
Appendix B.4. 

Federal accoWJtmg concepts and standarru.. tPcludmg full coc;t accounting, property 
lllf.tla ement. and NASA bud et rocedure::; ands stems 
Basic techniques of financial management, economic analysis, management controls, auditing, 
and ro am evaluation 
Bru.K budgeting and pr ogi am concepts dfld principles mcluding NASA budget procedures and 
relat1on-;;hi v;ith tin!Wcial mana ernent ~ stems 

lies to the NASA and Center 

Abthfy to understand and utilize the SAP financial management information S)'51:em, mcluding 
the e-;;tablishment and mamtenance of appropnate internal controls to en~ure the gimeration of 
·funel . accurate. and con"st'ltent fin~cial mfonnation 

·:==--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--i 

Working knowledge of functionalities in NASA financial management systems (i.e., SAP, N2, 
B 
.Mtcroi;oft Excel 
Performance measures and analysis to track Center or NASA performance to identify and 
anal ze roblem areas and identi tential solutions 

.\nal tical 
Customer Service 
lnte i /Honest\· 
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A.7. Kennedy Space Center OCFO Workforce Profile and Competency Assessment 

This section provides an overview of the Kennedy OCFO workforce with respect to age, 
education, retirement eligibility, and NASA service. The subject matter, technical and 
behavioral competencies considered by Kennedy OCFO managers to be most critical are 
also detailed. 

Kennedy OCFO Work/Orce Age 

Kennedy's OCFO consists of 118 employees. Both the average and median age of the 
workforce is 44 years, which is slightly less than the NASA OCFO average and median 
at 46 years. Fourteen percent of the workforce is under 30 years of age, compared to an 
OCFO average of 10 %. The following figure depicts the age distribution of the Kennedy 
OCFO workforce. 

Kennedy OCFO Employee Age 
(years as a percent of total workforce) 

45-59 
44% 
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The graph below provides information on workforce age within OCFO key occupational 
series. 
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Data provided in this profile and in Appendix C.l. indicates the following: 
• Within the Management and Program Analysis (343) series, 6% of employees are 

under 30 years of age, compared to the OCFO average of 14%. 46% are 30 to 44 
years of age compared to 34%, the OCFO average. 

• All Financial Administration and Program (501) series employees are 45 to 59 
years of age. 57% of NASA OCFO series 501 employees are in this age range. 

• There are no Accountants (510) that are under 30 years of age, compared to the 
OCFO average of 7%. 41 % are 30 to 44 years of age, relatively close to the 
OCFO average at 40%. 

• 55% of Budget Analysts (560) are under 30 years of age, which is significantly 
more than the OCFO average at 13%. 18% are 30 to 44 years of age, less than the 
OCFO average of 44%. 

Observations 

Although Kennedy has a relatively high proportion of employees who are less than thirty 
years of age, the data indicates these employees are distributed disproportionately across 
occupational series. While there is a relatively large workforce less than 30 years of age 
within the Budget Analysis (560) series, proportions within the Management and 
Program Analysis (343) and Accounting (510) series are comparatively small. 
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Kennedy OCFO Workforce Education 

Fifty-nine percent of Kennedy OCFO employees have a bachelor's degree as their 
highest educational degree attained, higher than the OCFO average of 52%. Twenty-four 
percent of employees at Kennedy have a master's degree. The figure below provides an 
overview of the Kennedy OCFO workforce by highest degree of education attained. 
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Data provided in this profile and in Appendix C.2. indicates the following: 
• 9% of the Kennedy OCFO workforce has no higher educational degree, compared 

to 21 % of the OCFO average. 
• The Miscellaneous Administrative and Program series, 301, has one employee 

with no degree and one with a master's. 29% of NASA OCFO series 301 
professionals have no degree and 18% have master's degrees. 

• Within Management and Program Analysis (343) series, Kennedy has 5% more 
employees with bachelor' s degrees and 3% less employees with master's degrees 
than the NASA OCFO. Kennedy has 3% more series 343 professionals with 
associate degrees and 4% less with no degree than NASA OCFO. 

• 66% of the Financial Administration and Program (501) series have associate 
degrees, compared to an average of 6% across the OCFO. 33% have bachelor's 
degrees compared to NASA OCFO's 31 % within this series. 

• Within the Kennedy Accounting (510) series, 7% have associate degrees, 
compared to an average of 3% across the entire OCFO. 66% of employees have 
bachelor's degrees compared to 71 % of employees within this series across the 
entire OCFO. 28% have master's degrees, compared to the OCFO's 18%. 

• 73% of Budget Analysts (560) have bachelor's degrees, more than the OCFO 
average at 60%. Within this series, 5% have no degree compared to the OCFO 
average of 12%. 14% have master' s degrees compared to an OCFO average of 
20% for this series. 
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Observations 

Compared to other Centers and HQ, Kennedy OCFO has proportionately more 
employees with bachelor's degrees and master' s degrees. Kennedy's Management and 
Program Analysis (343) and Budget Analysis (560) series have larger proportions of 
employees with bachelor's degrees in comparison to the entire NASA OCFO. The 
Accounting series (510) has a larger percentage of employees with master's degrees. 
Kennedy has the smallest percentage of workforce with no degree, aside from Langley. 

Kennedy OCFO Workforce Retirement Projection 

Twenty-six percent of the Kennedy OCFO workforce is eligible for retirement in less 
than five years, compared to the OCFO average of 30%. An additional 10% is eligible for 
retirement in 5 to 9 years, less than the OCFO average of 14%. The figure below details 
Kennedy workforce retirement eligibility within key occupational series. Series ' Other' 
excludes one civil servant for whom retirement information was not available. 
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Data provided in this profile and in Appendix C.3. indicates the following: 
• One Miscellaneous Administrative and Program (301) series employee is eligible 

for retirement 5 to 9 years and one is eligible in I 0 or more years. 22% of NASA 
OCFO professionals within this series are eligible to retire in 5 to 9 years and 
38% are eligible in 10 or more years. 

• 30% of Management and Program Analysts (343) are eligible to retire in less than 
5 years, compared to the OCFO average of27%. 63% are eligible to retire in 10 
or more years, compared to the OCFO average of 61 % within this series. 

• 66% of the Financial Administration and Program (501) series is eligible for 
retirement in less than 5 years and 33% are eligible in 5 to 9 years. Compared to 
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the entire OCFO, 36% of series 501 professionals are eligible to retire in less than 
5 years and 16% are eligible in 5 to 9 years. 

• 28% of Accountants (510) are eligible to retire in less than 5 years, compared to 
the OCFO average of26%. Within this series, 17% of Kennedy Accountants are 
eligible to retire in 5 to 9 years, slightly more than the OCFO average of 14%. 

• The Accounting Technician, series 525, is retirement-eligible in less than 5 years. 
39% of NASA OCFO Accounting Technicians are eligible in less than 5 years. 

• 95% of Budget Analysts (560) are eligible for retirement in 10 or more years, 
significantly more than the OCFO average of 70% for employees within this 
series. 

Observations 

Compared to the entire NASA OCFO, Kennedy has a somewhat smaller proportion of 
workforce projected to retire in less than five years. However, the Management ~d 
Program (343) and Accounting (510) series have somewhat higher retirement rates in the 
near term compared to projections for the entire NASA OCFO. Kennedy has a large 
proportion of Budget Analysts (560) retiring in 10 years or more, 25% more than the 
NASA OCFO proportion. All Financial Administration and Program (501) employees 
are eligible for retirement in less than ten years. 

Kennedy OCFO Work!Orce NASA Service 

The average years of NASA service at Kennedy is 11 years with a median of 8 years. The 
following chart displays NASA years of service by key occupational series for Kennedy 
OCFO employees. 
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Data provided in this profile and in Appendix C.6. indicates the following: 
• 46% of the Kennedy OCFO workforce has 0 to 5 years of NASA service 

compared to the OCFO average of 40%. 
• One Miscellaneous Administrative and Program (301) series employee has 0 to 5 

years of NASA service and one has 16 to 25 years. 20% of professionals within 
this series across the entire OCFO have 0 to 5 years of NASA service and 43% 
have 16 to 25 years. 

• 41 % of Management and Program Analysts (343) have 0 to 5 years of NASA 
service, compared to an OCFO average of 38%. 28% have 6 to 15 years compared 
to an average of 19% across the entire OCFO. 19% have 16 to 25 years, lower 
than the OCFO average at 29% for employees within this series. 

• 31% of Accountants (510) have 0 to 5 years of NASA service, compared to an 
OCFO average of 48%. 31 % of Accountants have 6 to 15 years of NASA · 
service, more than the OCFO's 19%. 

• 82% of Budget Analysts (560) have 0 to 5 years of NASA service compared to an 
OCFO average of 51 %. 18% have 16 to 25 years compared to an OCFO average 
of 27% for employees within this series. 

Observations 

Based on available data, Kennedy's workforce is relatively inexperienced with regard to 
NASA policies, procedures, and technologies compared to the overall NASA OCFO. 
Kennedy has eight percent more employees that have up to 15 years of NASA service 
than the overall NASA OCFO. Data indicates that Kennedy's Budget Analysts (560) and 
Management and Program Analysts (343) have less years of experience with NASA, 
while Accountants (510) are relatively more familiar with NASA-specific policies, 
procedures and technologies. 
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Kennedy OCFO Key Competencies 

The table below shows the subject matter, technical and behavioral competencies 
considered most critical of the Kennedy OCFO workforce. The information reflects 
information gathered from three (3) interviewees. Further information is available in 
Appendix B.4. 

Kennedy OCFO Subject i\lallcr Coi111>Nencil'S 

Current accounting issues and state-of-the-art developments in the resources management field; 
areas outside of the bud et which have financial im ortance to ro ams of NASA --------i 
NASA accountmg 

Ab1hfy to und?rstand and utilize the SAP financial management information <;)'Stem. includmg 
the e8tabh\ihment and maintrnance of appropriate mtemal control<; to ensure the generanon of 
timel'f, accurate. and consistent financial mfonnat1on 
Working knowledge of functionalities in NASA finaricial management systems (i.e., SAP, N2, 
B 
Identify and interpret requirement<; resulting from major legi<;lat1ve and admirustratrve chang~s 
as the 1 to NASA's financial s ·stems 
Microsoft Excel 
Understanding of generally accepted management pnnc1plc:$ and p1actice3 and organizational 
development conce ts- and rinc1 les 

••mt~~-

Anal t1cal 
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A.8. Langley Research Center OCFO Workforce Profile and Competency 
Assessment 

This section provides an overview of the Langley OCFO workforce with respect to age, 
education, retirement eligibility, and NASA service. The subject matter, technical and 
behavioral competencies considered by Langley OCFO managers to be most critical are 
also detailed. 

Langley OCFO Workforce Age 

Langley's OCFO consists of 76 employees. Both the 11verage and median age of the 
workforce is 45 years. The following figure shows age distribution of the Langley OCFO 
workforce. 

Langley OCFO Employee Age 
(years as a percent of total workforce) 
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The graph below provides information on workforce age within OCFO key occupational 
series. 

Langley OCFO Workforce Age by Key Occupational Series 
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Data provided in this profile and in Appendix C. l. indicates the following: 
• 5% of the Langley OCFO workforce is under 30 years of age compared to the 

OCFO average of 10%. 
• 45% of the Langley OCFO workforce is 30 to 44 years of age, higher than the 

OCFO average at 34%. 
• Employees who are 60 years or older comprise 3% of the Langley OCFO 

workforce compared to the OCFO average of 8%. 
• 6% of the Financial Administration and Program (501) series are under 30 years 

of age, compared to the OCFO average of 8%. 30% of employees within this 
series are 30 to 44 years of age, slightly higher than the OCFO average which is 
24%. Within this series, 60% are 45 to 59 years of age, higher than the OCFO 
average of 42%. 3% of employees within this series are 60 years or older 
compared to the OCFO average of 11 %. 

• 7% of Accountants (525) are less 'than 30 years of age, similar to the overall 
OCFO average at 7%. 

• Langley has no Budget Analysts (560) less than 30 years of age. 75% of Budget 
Analysts are 30 to 44 years of age, significantly higher than the OCFO average of 
44%. 25% are 45 to 59 years of age, less than the OCFO average of 36% for 
employees within this series. 
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Observations 

A relatively small proportion of Langley's workforce is less than thirty years of age and a 
relatively large proportion of employees is 30 to 44 years. Only two occupational series 
have employees below 30 years of age, Financial Administration and Program (501) and 
Accounting (510). All of Langley's key occupational series have_ relatively large 
workforce proportions within the 30 to 44 years of age range. 

Langley OCFO Workforce Education 

Fifty-three percent of Langley OCFO employees have bachelor's degrees, similar to the 
NASA OCFO statistic (52%). Langley has the smallest proportion of workforce with no 
degree at 5%. The figure below provides an overview of the Langley OCFO workforce 
by highest degree of education. 

Langley OCFO Workforce by Highest Educational Degree Attained 
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Data provided in this profile and in Appendix C.2. indicates the following: 
• 5% of the Langley OCFO workforce has no degree compared to the OCFO 

average of 21 %. 
• 7% of the workforce has associate degrees compared to the OCFO average of 4%. 
• 34% of the workforce has master's degrees, higher than the OCFO average at 

22%. 
• 3% of the Financial Administration and Program (501) series have no degree 

compared to an average of 37% across the entire OCFO. Within this series, there 
are no Langley employees with associate degrees, whereas the OCFO average is 
6%. 33% have bachelor's degrees, comparable to the NASA OCFO's 31 %. 61 % 
have master's degrees compared to an OCFO average of25% for employees 
within this series. 
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• 75% of Langley Accountants (510) hold bachelor's degrees compared to an 
average of71 % across the entire OCFO. 14% hold masters degrees, compared to 
an OCFO average of 18% for this series. 

• There are no Budget Analysts (560) at Langley without degrees, compared to an 
OCFO average of 12%. 25% have associate's degrees compared to an OCFO 
average of 8%. 75% of Langley Budget Analysts hold bachelor's degrees 
compared to the OCFO's average of 60% for this series. Within this series, there 
are no employees with master's degrees compared to the OCFO average of20%. 

Observations 

Langley has a relatively small share of employees with no degree and a large proportion 
of employees with master's degrees. This trend is particularly evident within the 
Financial Administration and Program (501) series. Within the Accounting (510) series, 
the proportional distribution of educational attainment is relatively similar between 
Langley and the entire NASA OCFO. Langley Budget Analysts (560), have either 
associate or bachelor's degrees which is relatively unique, as the OCFO series has a 
range-of degrees from no degree to master's. 

Langley OCFO Workforce Retirement Projection 

Eighteen percent of the Langley OCFO workforce is eligible for retirement in less than 
five years, compared to the OCFO average of 30%. The figure below details Langley 
OCFO workforce retirement eligibility within key occupational series. 

Langley OCFO Retirement Eligibility Forecast 
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Data provided in this profile and in Appendix C.3. indicates the following: 
• 12% of employees within the Financial Administration and Program (501) series 

are eligible to retire in less than 5 years, compared to an OCFO average of 36%. 
18% are eligible in to retire in 5 to 9 years, which is slightly more than the OCFO 
average of 16%. 70% are eligible to retire in 10 or more years, which is higher 
than the OCFO average of 48% for employees within this series. 

• 25% of Langley Accountants (510) are eligible to retire in less than 5 years, 
similar to the NASA OCFO average of26%. 

• 13% of employees within the Budget Analysis (560) series are eligible for 
retirement in less than 5 years compared to an OCFO average of 18% within this 
series. 13% are eligible to retire in 5 to 9 years, equivalent to NASA OCFO 
average for this series. 75% of budget analysts are eligible to retire in 10 years or 
more, slightly higher than the OCFO average of 70% for employees within this 
sen es. 

Observations 

Compared to HQ and the other Centers, Langley has the smallest percentage of 
employees projected to retire in less than five years, aside from Dryden. Langley also 
has the smallest proportion of workforce eligible to retire in less than 10 years. Compared 
to the entire NASA OCFO, Langley has smaller proportions of the Financial 
Administration and Program (501) and Budget Analysis (560) series that are eligible to 
retire in less than five years, and similar proportions for retirement eligibility in 5 to 9 
years. Within the Accounting (510) series, Langley has a smaller proportion eligible to 
retire in less than five years than the NASA OCFO and a similar proportion eligible in 5 
to 9 years. 
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Langley OCFO Workforce NASA Service 

The average years of NASA service at Langley is 10 years with a median of 7 years. 
Forty-six percent of the Langley workforce has 0 to 5 years of NASA service, compared 
to the OCFO average of 40%. The following chart displays NASA years of service by 
key occupational series for Langley OCFO employees. 
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Data provided in this profile and in Appendix C.6. indicates the following: 
• 48% of employees within the Financial Administration and Program (501) series, 

have 0 to 5 years of NASA service, slightly more than the OCFO average at 31 %. 
21 % of employees have 6 to 15 years of NASA service which is equivalent to the . 
NASA OCFO average. 

• 54% of Accountants (510) have 0 to 5 years of NASA service compared to the 
OCFO average which is 48% within this series. 

• 25% of Budget Analysts (560) have 0 to 5 years of NASA service compared to 
the NASA OCFO statistic of 50%. Within this series, 25% have 6 to 15 years of 
NASA service, compared to the OCFO' at 13%. 

Observations 

Compared to the overall OCFO, Langley has relatively less tenure with NASA and 
possibly less experience with NASA-specific policies, procedures, and technologies. The 
Financial Administration and Program series (501), in particular, has a large proportion 
of employees with five years or less of NASA service. Similarly, data indicates that 
Langley's Accountants (510) are somewhat less experienced than NASA OCFO 
Accountants. However, the Budget Analysis (560) series demonstrates relatively long 
NASA tenure. 
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Langley OCFO Key Competencies 

The table below shows the subject matter, technical and behavioral competencies 
considered most critical of the Langley OCFO workforce. The information reflects 
information gathered from five (5) interviewees. Further information is available in 
Appendix B .4. 

- -

Lnngfoy OCFO Subject Malter Competencie.." 

Federal accounting concepts and standards, including full cost accounting, property 
mana ement and NASA bud et rocedures and s stems 
Current accounting t%Ue<; and <;tate-of-the-rut de,elopment~ in the resource& management field: 
area!> out!.tde of the bud et which ha"Ve financial tm ortance to ro am<; ofNA8A 
Knowledge of and ability to use principles, methods, techniques, and systems of financial 
mana ement to im rove ro ram effectiveness and customer service 
NASA-related ptoce&&es for the admini'>trative conttol ofre<;ource">, fund allocation and fund 
control, paperwork. management, program objectives. inter and intra-NASA reimbw&able 
airreemenU.. and fundme: and financial repom 

Langley OCFO Tl'L'hrti1:<1I Co1111wtrndc!t 
Comoetencv Name 

Ability to unden.tand and utilize the SAP financ.1al management mfonnatlon f>}'&tem, mcluding 
the es.tablishment and maintenance of appropriate internal controls to ensure the generation of 
timeh. accuiate, and cons1<:;tent financial information 
Working knowledge of functionalities in NASA financial management systems (i.e., SAP, N2, 
BW) 
M1cro<,oft I'.xcel 
Written communication 
Oral rommunication 

-

L:mglcy OCFO Dch:n·iorul Cum 1~rcncies 
Com etenc Name . ~ 

Anal:ytical 
Customer Service 
Integr1 ty.'tlone'"> fy 

Problem solving 
I "annvork 
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A.9. Marshall Space Flight Center OCFO Workforce Profile and Competency 
Assessment 

This section provides an overview of the Marshall OCFO workforce with respect to age, 
education, retirement eligibility, and NASA service. The subject matter, technical and 
behavioral competencies considered by Marshall OCFO managers to be most critical are 
also detailed. 

Marshall OCFO Work!Orce Age 

Marshall's OCFO consists of 95 employees. Both the average and median age of the 
workforce is 46 years, equivalent to the NASA OCFO's average and median. Six percent 
of the Marshall OCFO workforce is under 30 years of age compared to the OCFO 
average of 10%. The following figure depicts age distribution of the Marshall OCFO 
workforce. 

Marshall OCFO Employee Age 
(years as a percent of total workforce) 
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The graph below provides information on workforce age within OCFO key occupational 
series. 

Marshall OCFO Workforce Age by Key Series 
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Data provided in this profile and in Appendix C.l. indicates the following: 
• 39% of the Marshall workforce is 30 to 44 years of age compared to the OCFO 

average of 34%. 
• Marshall and NASA OCFO have equivalent proportions of workforce 45 to 59 

years of age, 4 7%. 
• Employees 60 years or older comprise 7% of the Marshall OCFO workforce, 

compared to the OCFO average of 6%. 
• The Miscellaneous Administrative and Program (301) employee, is 30 to 44 years 

of age. 26% of NASA OCFO employees within this series are 30 to 44 years of 
age. 

• Approximately half of the Management and Program Analysis (343) series are 30 
to 44 years of age, compared to the OCFO average of 34%. 50% of Marshall 
analysts within this series are 45 to 59 years of age, similar to the OCFO average 
of 47%. 

• There are no employees within the Financial Administration and Program (501) 
series less than 30 years of age compared to the OCFO average of 8%. 14% are 
30 to 44 years of age compared to the OCFO average of 24%. Within this series, 
71 % are 45 to 59 years of age, more than the OCFO average of 57%. 

• 11 % of Accountants (510) are less than 30 years of age compared to an average of 
7% across the OCFO. 39% are 30 to 44 years of age, similar to the OCFO average 
of 40%. 46% are 45 to 59 years of age, similar to the OCFO average of 45%. 

• 3% of Marshall's Budget Analysts (560) are less than 30 years of age compared to 
an OCFO average of 13%. Within this series, 53% are 30 to 44 years compared 
to an OCFO average of 44%. 
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Observations 

Compared to the NASA OCFO, Marshall has a relatively small proportion of employees 
less than 30 years of age and a relatively large proportion of employees within the range 
of 30 to 45 years of age. However, age distribution is inconsistent within key 
occupational series. Within the Budget Analysis (560) series, there is a small proportion 
of employees less than 30 years of age. Within the Financial Administration and Program 
(501) series, there is a small proportion of employees less than 45 years of age. 
However, within the Accountant (510) series, Marshall has a larger proportion of 
employees less than 30 years of age than NASA OCFO. 

Marshall OCFO Workforce Education 

Fifty-nine percent of Marshall OCFO employees have a bachelor's degree as their highest 
educational degree. The figure below provides an overview of the Marshall OCFO 
workforce by highest educational degree attained. 
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Data provided in this profile and in Appendix C.2. indicates the following: 
• 18% of Marshall employees have not attained a higher educational degree 

compared to the OCFO average of 21 %. 
• 2% of Marshall employees have an associate' s degree compared to an OCFO 

average of 4%. 
• 20% of Marshall employees have a master's degree as their highest educational 

degree, compared to an OCFO average of 22%. 
• The Miscellaneous Administrative and Program (301) employee does not have a 

degree. 29% of NASA OCFO series 301 professionals have no degree. 
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• One Management and Program Analyst (343) has no degree and the other has a 
bachelor's. Within this series, 13% of NASA OCFO analysts have no degrees 
and 54% have bachelor's degrees. 

• Within the Financial Administration and Program (501) series, 50% have no 
degree, compared to an OCFO average of 37%. 21 % have bachelor's degree 
compared to an average of31% across the entire OCFO within this series. 14% 
have master's degrees compared to an OCFO average of25% within this series. 

• 4% of Accountants (510) hold no degree compared to an OCFO average of 5%. 
Within this series, there are no employees with associates degrees compared to an 
OCFO average of3%. 82% of Marshall Accountants hold bachelor's degrees 
compared to an OCFO average of 71 % for employees within this series. 

• Within the Budget Analysis (560) series, 13% have no degree compared to an 
average of 12% across the entire OCFO. 3% have associate degrees compared to 
the OCFO average of 8% for this series. 61 % have bachelor's degrees compared 
to an average of 60% across the entire OCFO within this series. 24% have 
master's degrees which is slightly higher than the OCFO average at 20% within 
this series. 

Observations 

Compared to the other Centers and HQ, Marshall has a relatively large proportion of 
employees with bachelor' s degrees. However, this trend is inconsistent across key 
occupational series. Accounting (510) has a large proportion of employees with 
bachelor's degrees. However, Financial Administration and Program (501) has a 
relatively small proportion. Additionally, employees within the 501 series have a large 
proportion of workforce with no degree. Budget Analysis (560) has a comparatively 
small proportion of employees with associate's degrees and a relatively large proportion 
with master's degrees. 
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Marshall OCFO Work!Orce Retirement Projection 

Thirty-one percent of the Marshall OCFO workforce is eligible for retirement in less than 
five years and 15% is eligible in 5 to 9 years. These figures mirror NASA OCFO 
averages. The figure below details Marshall OCFO workforce retirement eligibility 
within key occupational series. 

Marshall OCFO Retirement Eligibility Forecast 
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The data provided indicates the following: 
• The Miscellaneous Administrative and Program (301) employee is retirernent

eligible in 10 years or more 38% of NASA OCFO professionals within this series 
have 10 years ore more until eligibility. 

• The Management and Program Analysts (343) have 10 years or more until they 
are eligible for retirement. Across the entire NASA OCFO, 61 % of employees 
within this series have 10 years or more until eligibility. 

• 57% of employees within the Financial Administration and Program (501) series 
are eligible to retire in less than 5 years compared to an OCFO average of 36%. 
Within this series, 21% are eligible to retire in 5 to 9 years compared to an OCFO 
average of 16%. 

• 14% of Accountants (510) are eligible to retire in less than 5 years compared to an 
average of 26% across the OCFO. Within this series, 25% are eligible to retire in 
5 to 9 years which is more than the OCFO average of 14% within this series. 

• 26% of Budget Analysts (560) are eligible to retire in less than 5 years in 
comparison to 18% across the OCFO. 8% of analysts are eligible in 5 to 9 years, 
which is less than the OCFO average of 23% for employees within this series. 
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Observations 

Although overall Marshall OCFO retirement statistics are similar to the NASA OCFO, 
projections within occupational series differ. Seventy-eight percent of Marshall's 
Financial Administration and Program (501) employees will be eligible to retire in less 
than ten years. Marshall has a relatively large proportion of Budget Analysts (560) that 
will be eligible to retire in less than five years. Marshall has a relatively small proportion 
of Accountants (510) eligible to retire in less than five years, but a comparatively large 
proportion eligible in 5 to 9 years. 

Marshall OCFO Workforce NASA Service 

The average duration of NASA service at Marshall is 16 years with a median of 18 years. 
Along with Goddard, Marshall has the largest proportion of OCFO employees with 16 to 
25 years of NASA service at 44%. The following chart displays NASA years of service 
by key occupational series for Marshall OCFO employees. 

Marshall OCFO Years of NASA Service by Key Series 
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Data provided in this profile and in Appendix C.6. indicates the following: 
• 23% of the Marshall OCFO workforce has 0 to 5 years of NASA service 

compared to an average of 40% for the entire OCFO. 
• The Miscellaneous Administrative and Program (301) employee has 16 to 25 

years of NASA service. 43% ofNASA OCFO series 301 professionals have 16 
to 25 years of NASA service. 

• One Management and Program Analyst (343) has 6 to 15 years of NASA service 
and the other has 16 to 25 years. Across the entire NASA OCFO, 29% of 
employees within this series have 6 to 15 years of NASA service and 14% have 
16 to 25 years. 

• 7% of the Financial Administration and Program (501) series have 0 to 5 years of 
NASA service, which is less than the OCFO average of 31 %. 14% have 6 to 15 
years at NASA, lower than the OCFO average of 21 %. 
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• 25% of Accountants (510) have 0 to 5 years of NASA service compared to an 
average of 48% across the OCFO. 18% have 6 to 15 years of NASA service, 
slightly less than the OCFO average of 19%. 46% of Accountants at Marshall 
have 16 to 25 years ofNASA service, more than the OCFO average of25%. 

• 24% of Budget Analysts (560) have 0 to 5 years of NASA service compared to an 
OCFO average of 51 %. 4 7% have 16 to 25 years of NASA service, higher than 
the OCFO average of27%. 

Observations 

The Financial Administration and Program (501) and Accounting (510) series have 
relatively large proportions of workforce with 15 years or more of NASA service. The 
Budget Analysis (560) series has a relatively large proportion of workforce with 5 years 
or more of NASA service. This data indicates that the Marshall workforce is relatively 
familiar with NASA-specific policies, procedures, and technologies. 
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Marshall OCFO Key Competencies 

The table below shows the subject matter, technical and behavioral competencies 
considered most critical of the Marshall OCFO workforce. The information reflects 
information gathered from two (2) interviewees. Further infonnation is available in 
Appendix B.4. 

· Marslrnll OCFO S11hjec1 Mauer Cr-1m)lctcucies --
Com etenc Name 

Federal accounting concepts and standards, including full cost accounting, property 
mana ement, and NASA bud et rocedures and s stems 

Ba-;ic techniques of financial managemc!nt, economic analy1;;is. management control'>, auditmg, 
~nd . togr.im evaluation 

....... W!llJ!lllll!l'I! 

Ahihfy to und~mtand and ut1hze the SAP financial management information 5}5tern, includmg 
the e8tab)fahment and maintenance of appropriate internal contrnl<; to ensure the generation of 
timel . accurate. and con'>1-stent financial information 
Working knowledge offunctionalities in NASA financial management systems (i.e., SAP, N2, 
BW) 
Jdenttfy and interpret requirement<> resultmg from major legi8latrve and admim8trative change& 
a& the , a l · to NASA''> financial 5 8tem8 
Microsoft Excel 
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A.10. Stennis Space Center OCFO Workforce Profile and Competency Assessment 

This section provides an overview of the Stennis OCFO workforce with respect to age, 
education, retirement eligibility, and NASA service. The subject matter, technical and 
behavioral competencies considered by Stennis OCFO managers to be most critical are 
also detailed. 

Stennis OCFO Workforce Age 

The Stennis OCFO consists of23 employees. The average employee age at Stennis is 43 
years with a median age of 44 years. This is less than the NASA OCFO average at 46 
years. Thirteen percent of the workforce is under 30 years of age compared to the OCFO 
average of 16%. The following figure depicts the age distribution of the Stennis OCFO 
workforce. 

Stennis OCFO Employee Age 
(years as a percent of total workforce) 

45-59 
48% 
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The graph below provides information on workforce age within OCFO key occupational 
series. 

Stennis OCFO Workforce Age by Key Occupational Series 
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Data provided in this profile and in Appendix C. l. indicates the following: 
• Stennis OCFO has no employees who are 60 years or older compared to the 

OCFO average of 8% for this age range. 
• 20% of employees within the Management and Program Analysis (343) are less 

than 3 0 years of age, compared to the OCFO average of 14 % in this series and 
age range. 40% of Stennis employees 30 to 44 years which is slightly higher than 
the OCFO average of 34% within this series and range. 

• Employees within the Financial Administration and Program (501) series are 30 
to 44 years of age. Comparatively, 24% of employees within this series across the 
entire OCFO are 30 to 44 years of age. 

• 17% of employees within the Accounting ( 510) series are under 3 0 years of age, 
which is slightly higher than the OCFO average of 7% in this series and range. 
50% of Stennis accountants are 30 to 44 years of age which is slightly higher than 
the OCFO average of 40% for employees within this series and age range. 

• All employees in the 'Other' series are 45 to 59 years of age at Stennis. This 
series consists of three Financial Managers (505), one General Engineer (801), 
and one Secretary (318). 

Observations 

Stennis has a relatively young workforce in comparison to averages across other Centers 
and HQ. More specifically, employees within the Management and Program Analysis 
(343) and Accounting (510) series have relatively large proportions of employees less 
than 30 years of age, as well as within the range of 30 to 44 years. However, all 
employees in the 'Other ' series fall within the range of 45 to 59 years of age. 
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Stennis OCFO Workforce Education 

Seventy percent of Stennis OCFO employees have a bachelor's degree as their highest 
educational degree, which is higher than the OCFO average of 52%. The figure below 
provides an overview of the Stennis OCFO workforce by highest level of education 
attained. 
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Data provided in this profile and in Appendix C.2. indicates the following: 
• 13 % of the workforce has no degree compared to the OCFO average of 21 %. 
• 9% of the workforce has an associate' s degree compared to the OCFO average of 

4%. 
• 9% of the work.force has master's degrees compared to the OCFO average of 

22%. 
• All Stennis employees within the Management and Program Analysts (343) series 

hold bachelor's degrees which is significantly more than the OCFO average. 
• Within the Accounting (510) series, 8% have no degree compared to the OCFO 

average of 9% in this series. 17% have associates degrees which is higher than the 
OCFO average of 3% in this series. 58% of Accountants have bachelor's degree 
compared to the OCFO average of 71 % within this series. 17% have master's 
degrees which is slightly less than the OCFO average of 18% within this series. 

Observations 

Stennis has relatively large proportions of employees with associate's and bachelor's 
degrees compared to the overall NASA OCFO. All analysts within the Management and 
Program Analysis (343) series hold bachelor's degrees. The Accounting (510) series has 
a relatively large proportion of employees with associate's degrees and a comparatively 
small proportion with bachelor's degrees. 
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Stennis OCFO Workforce Retirement Projection 

Twenty-six percent of the Stennis OCFO workforce is eligible for retirement in less than 
5 years and 13% is eligible in 5 to 9 years. The figure below details Stennis workforce 
retirement eligibility within key occupational series. 

Stennis OCFO Retirement Eligibility Forecast 
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Data provided in this profile and in Appendix C.3. indicates the following: 
• 20% of Management and Program Analysts (343) are eligible to retire in less than 

5 years, compared to the OCFO average of 27%. 80% of employees within this 
series are eligible in 10 or more years, which is slightly more than the OCFO 
average of 61 % in this series and range. 

• One employee within the Financial Administration and Program (501) series is 
eligible to retire in 10 years or more, whereas an average of 48% across the entire 
OCFO is eligible to retire in 10 or more years in this series. 

• 8% of Accountants (510) are eligible to retire in less than 5 years, compared to the 
OCFO average of26% in this series. 17% are eligible in 5 to 9 years which is 
slightly higher than the OCFO average of 14% within this series. 75% of Stennis 
accountants are eligible to retire in 10 or more years, slightly higher than the 
OCFO average which is 59% for employees within this series. 

• In the 'Other' series, all three Financial Managers (505) and the Secretary (318) 
are eligible to retire in less than five years. 
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Observations 

Data indicates that Stennis has a relatively small proportion of employees retiring in less 
than five years. This is evident in the Management and Program Analysis (343) and 
Accountant (510) series. The Accounting series projects a relatively large proportion of 
its workforce to become eligible for retirement in 5 to 9 years. Within the 'Other' series, 
a relatively large percentage is eligible to retire in less than five years. 

Stennis OCFO Workforce NASA Service 

The average duration of NASA service at Stennis is 10 years compared to the OCFO 
average of 12 years. Stennis' median is 8 years, one year less than NASA OCFO at 9 
years. Thirty-nine percent of the workforce has 0 to 5 years of NASA service. The 
following chart displays NASA years of service by key occupational series for Stennis 
OCFO employees. 
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Data provided in this profile and in Appendix C.6. indicates the following: 
• 20% of Management and Program Analysts (343) have 0 to 5 years ofNASA 

service compared to the OCFO average at 38% within this series. 40% have 6 to 
15 years of NASA service compared to the OCFO average of 61 % for employees 
within this series and service range. 

• Employees within the Financial Administration and Program (501) series have 6 
to 15 years of NASA service. 21 % of NASA OCFO employees within this series 
have 6 to 15 years of NASA service. 

• Within the Accountant (510) series, 58% of employees have 0 to 5 years of 
NASA service, compared to the OCFO average of 48% within this series. 25% 
have 6 to 15 years compared to the OCFO average of 19% for this series. 17% 
have 16 to 25 years at NASA which is slightly less than the OCFO average at 
25% within this series. 
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Observations 

Duration of NASA service at Stennis varies by occupational series. The Accounting 
series (510) has a relatively large proportion of employees with 15 years or less of NASA 
experience, indicating relatively lower levels of experience with NASA-specific policies, 
procedures, and technologies. However, data indicates that the Management and 
Program Analysis (343) series is relatively experienced with NASA policies, procedures, 
and technologies. 
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Stennis OCFO Key Competencies 

The table below shows the subject matter, technical and behavioral competencies 
considered most critical of the Marshall OCFO workforce. The information reflects 
information gathered from two (2) interviewees. Further information is available in 
Appendix B.4. 

1 Sccnnis OCFO Suhjccc Manc1· Competencies 

Generallv Acee ted Accountm 
Federal accounting concepts and standards, including full cost accounting, property 
mana ement, and NASA bud et rocedures ands stems 

Basic budgeting and program concep~ and pnnciple8 mcludmg NASA budget proceclwes an<l 
rela.tioru.h.J ~ith financial mana ement s 8tems 

Ab1hty to under'!.tand and utilize the SAP financial management information 8y~em, including 
the er.tabl1shrnent and ma.mtemml!e of appropriate mtemal controls to en'iure the gener at1on of 
timel • accurate, and coni,istent financml information 
Working knowledge of functionalities in NASA financial management systems (i.e., SAP, N2, 
B 
Identify Qlld mte1p1et requirement'!i resultmg from major legislative and adrruni"Strative changes 
a<,; the a I to NASA's financial 8 stems 
Microsoft Excel 
Under'i>tanding of generall:y accepted management princtple<s and practice':> and organizational 
develooment conce ts and princJPles anmmmm 
Anal tical 
Customer Service 
Inte · /Hone81'i 
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AppendixB 

OCFO Organizational Structure and Additional Report References 

B.l. Civil Service and Contractor Workforce by Function 

B.2. OCFO Baseline Organizational Structure 

B.3. Table of Series 'Other' 

B.4. Interview List 
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Al'PENm~ B. I . Ova. SEnvicr. ,\i'\O CON rn .. \eron WoR1..:roRCE II\' FL1Nc 1 toN 

The following table provides information on contract and civil servant employees by 
function. The table demonstrates that contractor support is primarily within the financial 
systems function. The civil servant workforce includes six part-time employees. 

489 515 16% 
73 51 124 59% 
2J 75 98 . ., ..• /. __ , , o 

372 954 1326 28% 
• Work year equivalent is not tabulated due to data inconsistency. Partial year equivalent nwnbers were tallied to the next full number. The civil service 
wodforcc includes six part-time employees. 

*O'Th.is docs not equal 949 due to the request by HQ to replace FPPS HQ organizaticmal functioo data with ACCESS workfon:e dllla. 
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APl'ENUI~ B.2. OCFO BASEi.iNF. Onc; ,,N1zxno~1\I. st m 1r· 11 :Rr-

The following diagram depicts a baseline organizational structure for the OCFO. The 
OCFO is structured around core key financial functions such as financial management 
and budgeting, although some Centers have functions unique to that Center as 
demonstrated below. 
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ArrENOIX B.3. T,\IU. ~: ()to' SEHlf.S ·OTHER' 

The table below details the composition of the 'Other' series. This series consists of most 
frequently used occupational series by the OCFO outside of the core financial positions. 
These sixteen "non~key" series together comprise 11 % of the NASA OCFO workforce. 

-

Serie~ 
Tolul OCFO EmphJ)'ecs 

n 0/o of OCFO -
Financia1Managernent(505) 20 2.1% 

Secretary (318) 16 1.7% 
General Engineering (801) 13 1.4% 
Office Support Student Trainee (399) L2 1.3% 
Miscellaneous Clerk and Assistant (303) 7 0.7% 
Fin:mcial Management Student Trainee (599) 7 0.7% 
Voucher Examining (540) 5 0.5% 
Auditing Se1 ies (511) 4 0.4% 
Budget Clerical and Assistance (561) 4 0.4% 

Information Tedmolol?\' Management (2210) 4 0.4% 
Administrative Officer (341) 3 0.3% 
Ch:ilian Pa\ (544) 3 0.3% 
Contracting (1102) 2 0.2% 
f·inancial Clerical and Technician Serie!:> (503) 1 0. 1% 
Business arid Industry Student Trainee (1199) 1 0.1% 
Operations Research (l 515) l 0.1% 

Total Series 'Other' 103 11% 
Total OCFO 949 100% 
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\l'l'I '.f>I\ BA. h 11 1n 11 \\ 1.1-, .1 

The table below lists the twenty-two individuals who participated in this study through 
interviews and questionnaires. These respondents are listed by location, organizational 
branch, and general financial management function. 
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Age 

Education 

Retirement 

Time in Grade 

Federal Service 

NASA Service 

Appendix C 

Supplemental Data 
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The table below details the OCFO workforce that is less than 30 years of age by location 
and key occupational series. By location, the range of employees under 30 years of age is 
4% to 18% of the workforce. Headquarters has the smallest and Johnson has the largest 
proportion of employees less than 30 years of age. The largest percentage of employees 
under 30 years is within the Management and Program Analysis (343) series at 14%. The 
Miscellaneous Administrative and Program (301) series has the smallest proportion of 
employees under 30 years at 3%. 
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ll u 
0 II 

tl 

I ~ Q •) 

#Under 30 2 37 9 17 2 15 
#AllOCJO 65 273 106 2'B 31 113 
% lloder 30 orsm.. 3% 14% w. 7'~ 6% 13% 
% Series ot OCFO .,.~ 29% 11% 27% 3% 12% 

The table below details the OCFO's age range of 30 to 44 years by location and key 
occupational series. By location, the percentage of employees in this age group ranges 
from 22% to 45% of the total workforce. Glenn has the smallest and Langley has the 
largest proportion of employees 30 to 44 years of age. Excluding the 'Other' series, the 
smallest percentage of employees 30 to 44 years of age is within the Financial 
Administration and Program (501) series at 24%. The Budget Analysis (560) series has 
the largest proportion of employees 30 to 44 years of age at 44%. 
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The table below details the OCFO's age range of 45 to 59 years of age workforce by 
location and key occupational series. By location, the percentage of employees in this 
age group ranges from 44% to 60% of the total workforce. Johnson has the smallest and 
Glenn has the largest proportion of employees 45 to 59 years of age. The smallest 
percentage of employees 45 to 59 years of age is within the Accounting Technician (525) 
series at 35%. The Miscellaneous Administrative and Program (301) series has the 
largest proportion of employees 45 to 59 years of age at 58%. 
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The table below details the OCFO's age range of 60 years or more by location and key 
occupational series. By location, the percentage of employees in this age group ranges 
from 0% to 17% of the total workforce. Stennis has the smallest and Ames has the 
largest proportion of employees in this age range. The smallest percentage of employees 
60 years or more is within the Management and Program Analysis (343) series at 5%. 
The Accounting Technician (525) series has the largest proportion of employees 45 to 59 
years of age at 26%. 
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The table below compares workforce age of NASA's OCFO Miscellaneous 
Administrative and Program (301) series with other federal organizations. 
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The table below compares workforce age of NASA's OCFO Management and Program 
Analysis (343) series with other federal organizations. NASA's OCFO workforce is 
younger than comparison federal agencies . 
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The table below compares workforce age of NASA's OCFO Financial Administration 
and Program (501) series with other federal organizations. NASA's OCFO workforce is 
older than comparison federal agencies. 
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The table below compares workforce age of NASA's OCFO Accounting (510) series 
with other federal organizations. 
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The table below compares workforce age of NASA's OCFO Accounting Technician 
(525) series with other federal organizations. 
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The table below compares workforce age of NASA's OCFO Budget Analysis (560) 
series with other federal organizations. NASA's OCFO workforce is younger than 
comparison federal agencies. 
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- -

APE'l·:['l;OIX C.2. En1 1C.\TIO~ 

The table below illustrates the OCFO workforce by highest educational degree attained 
by location and key occupational series. Data was extracted from FPPS of which 
accuracy is unknown. 

As shown in the table below, 52% of the OCFO has a bachelor's degree as the highest 
educational degree attained. Goddard and Dryden have the largest percentages of 
workforce with no degree. Dryden also has the largest percent of workforce with an 
associate's degree at 24%. Seventy percent of the Stennis workforce has a bachelor's 
degree. Langley and Headquarters have the largest percent of employees with master's 
degrees. 
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The table below illustrates the OCFO workforce segment with no degree as highest 
educational degree attained. By key occupational series, the lowest percentage of 
employees with no degree is Accountants (510) at 9% and the highest percentage is 
Accounting Technicians (525) at 71 %. By location, Goddard has the largest percentage 
of employees with no degree at 39%. Interestingly, Goddard has a large number of 
Accountants (510) with no degree. Goddard also has the highest number of Accounting 
Technicians (525) with no degree. 
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The table below illustrates the OCFO workforce with an associate's degree as highest 
educational degree attained. Management and Program Analysts (343) have the smallest 
percentage at I% of employees with an associate's degree. The Miscellaneous 
Administrative and Program (301) series has the largest percentage at 12% of employees 
with an associate's degree. 

By location, the largest percentage of workforce with an associate's degree is at Dryden 
at 24%. Most are Miscellaneous Administrative and Program (301) employees. 
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The table below illustrates the OCFO workforce with a bachelor's degree as highest 
educational degree attained. By key occupational series, the smallest percentage of 
employees with a bachelor's degree is the Accounting Technician (525) series at 23%. 
The highest percentage is Accountants ( 510) at 71 %. 

By location, Stennis has the largest percentage of employees with a bachelor's degree is 
at 70%. Most of these employees are Accountants (510). Dryden has the smallest 
percentage of workforce with a bachelor's degree at 28%. 
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The table below illustrates the OCFO workforce segment with a·master's degree as 
highest educational degree attained. By key occupational series, the smallest percentage 
of employees with a master's degree is the Accounting Technician (525) series at 3%. 
The highest percentage is Management and Program Analysis Series (343) at 31%. 

By location, Langley and Headquarters have the largest percentages of employees with a 
master's degree. This workforce consists primarily of Financial Administration and 
Program (501) employees, Accountants (510), and Budget Analysts (560). 
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The table below illustrates the OCFO workforce segment with a Ph.D. as highest 
educational degree attained. There are only five employees with a Ph.D. within the total 
OCFO workforce. The distribution of Ph.D. employees by location and occupational 
series is as follows: one Miscellaneous Administrative and Program (301) employee and 
two Management and Program Analysts (343) at Johnson; one Financial Administration 
and Program (501) employee at Langley and one at Marshall. 
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-

APPE:'\DfX C.3. U1:7r1Rl~:\liEi\'.T 

OCFO retirement is detailed in the table for employees who are eligible to retire in less 
than 5 years. By location, the percentage of employees in this retirement group ranges 
from 17% to 45% of the total workforce. Dryden has the smallest and Ames has the 
largest proportion of employees eligible to retire in less than five years. By occupation, 
the Budget Analysis (560) series has the smallest percentage of employees retiring in less 
than five years at 18%. Excluding the 'Other' series, the Miscellaneous Administrative 
and Program (301) series has the largest proportion of employees retiring in less than five 
years at 40%. 
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OCFO retirement is detailed in the table below for the workforce who is eligible to retire 
in 5 to 9 years. By location, the percentage of employees in this retirement group ranges 
from 10% to 28% of the total workforce. Kennedy has the smallest and Dryden has the 
largest proportion of employees eligible to retire in 5 to 9 years. By occupation, the 
Management and Program Analysis (343) series has the smallest percentage of 
employees retiring in 5 to 9 years at 12%. The Miscellaneous Administrative and 
Program (301) series has the largest proportion of employees retiring in 5 to 9 years at 
22%. 
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OCFO retirement is detailed in the table below for the workforce who is eligible to retire 
in 10 years or more. By location, the percentage of employees in this retirement group 
ranges from 40% to 68% of the total workforce. Ames has the smallest and Langley has 
the largest proportion of employees eligible to retire in 10 years or more. By occupation, 
the Miscellaneous Administrative and Program (301) series has the smallest percentage 
of employees retiring in 10 years or more at 38%. The Budget Analysis (560) series has 
the largest proportion of employees retiring in 10 years or more at 70%. 
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APP£-~Nnl\ C.4. TIME IN (;rt.Ant~ 

The table below details the OCFO workforce with less than 1 year in grade by location 
and occupational series. Overall, 27% of the OCFO has less than l year in grade. 

Employees at Stennis, Headquarters, and Kennedy have the largest workforces with less 
than one year in their current grade. Marshall has the smallest percentage of workforce 
with less than one year in grade at 17%. By occupational series, Budget Analysts (560) 
have the highest percentage of employees with less than one year time in grade at 35%. 
The Accounting Technicians (525) series has the smallest percentage with 6% of 
employees having less than a year time in grade. 
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The OCFO workforce with 1 to 2 years time in grade is detailed in the table below by key 
occupational series and location. When combined with the less than 1 year time in grade 
workforce, 54% of the total workforce has 0 to 2 years in grade. As with the less than one 
year time in grade workforce, Accounting Technicians (525) have the smallest percentage 
with 1 to 2 years time in grade. Accountants (510) have the smallest percentage of 
employees with 1to2 years time in grade at 36%. A total of 78% of the Stennis 
workforce has less than 2 years in grade. Johnson has the smallest percentage (19%) of 
employees with 1 to 2 years time in grade at 19%. 
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The table below details the OCFO workforce with 3 to 4 years time in grade by key 
occupational series and location. 13% of the OCFO workforce has 3 to 4 years time in 
grade. Dryden has the smallest percentage of employees with 3 to 4 years time in grade at 
3%. Ames has the highest percentage of its workforce at 22%. By occupation, 10% of 
Accountants (510) and Accounting Technicians (525) have 3 to 4 years of time in grade. 
18 % of Financial Administration and Program (501) employees have 3 to 4 years of time 
in grade. 
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The table below details the OCFO workforce with 5 to 9 years time in grade by key 
occupational series and location. A total of 21 % of the OCFO have been in the same 
grade 5 to 9 years. Stennis has the smallest percentage of employees with 5 to 9 years 
time in grade at 4%. Ames has the highest percentage of its workforce with 5 to 9 years 
time in grade at3 l %. 

By occupational series, Accounting Technicians (525) have the largest percentage of 
workforce with 5 to 9 years time in grade at 58%. Budget Analysts (560) have the 
smallest percentage of employees with 5 to 9 years time in grade at 12%. 
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The table below details the OCFO workforce with l 0 to 14 years time in grade by key 
occupational series and location. 9% of the OCFO has 10 to 14 years time in grade. 
Stennis and Langley have the smallest percentages of employees with I 0 to 14 years time 
in grade .. Dryden has the highest percentage of its workforce with 10 to 14 years time in 
grade at 1 7%. 

Similar to the 5 to 9 year time in grade workforce, Accounting Technicians (525) have 
the largest percentage of workforce with l 0 to 14 years time in grade at 16%. A total of 
74% of Accounting Technicians (525) have 5 to 14 years time in grade. Budget Analysts 
(560) have the smallest percentage of employees with 10 to 14 years time in grade at 4%. 
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The table below depicts the workforce with 15 to 19 years in grade. Only 3% of the 
OCFO workforce falls into this range. Stennis has the highest percentage of employees 
with 15 to 19 years in grade. However, Johnson comprises a larger total number, most 
being Management and Program Analysts (343) and 'Other' series employees. 
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The table below details the workforce with 20 years or more time in grade. This is the 
smallest percentage of the OCFO at less than 3%. Employees in this category are located 
at Johnson and Kennedy and are classified within the 'Other' General Engineering (801) 
and Management and Program Analysis (343) series. 
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APPENDJ.\ C.5. FEL>Elt\L SJ.:H\'ICI-: 

The graph and tables following detail the NASA OCFO workforce by years of federal 
service. The majority of the OCFO workforce has 16 years or more of federal service at 
58%. Budget Analysts (560) and Management and Program Analysts (343) have the 
largest proportions of employees with 0 to 5 years of federal service. The Miscellaneous 
Administrative and Program (301) series has the largest percentage of employees with 26 
years or more of federal service. 
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The table below details the NASA OCFO workforce with 0 to 5 years of federal service 
by location. This series comprises 24% of the total OCFO workforce. 
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The table below details the NASA OCFO workforce with 26 years or more of federal 
service by location. This series comprises 25% of the total OCFO workforce. 
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Goddard 4 22 2 0 4 41 101 4~1 JI '!'. 

4 2 8 0 5 21 98 21% 10% 
3 0 15 51 230 '.!2% 2i% 
0 16 6 1 118 24% 12% 
0 0 4 5 0 76 16% 
0 0 7 6 0 11 95 33% 
(I 0 0 0 

# 26+ rs 21 69 26 58 6 20 
#OCFO 65 273 106 258 31 113 

% 26+ rs 32% 25% 25% 22% 19% 18% 
% ofOCFO 7% 29% 11% 27% 3% 12% 
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The tables following detail the NASA OCFO workforce by years of NASA service. 40% 
of the OCFO workforce has 0 to 5 years of NASA service. Budget Analysts (560) and 
Accountants ( 510) have the largest proportions of employees with 0 to 5 years of federal 
service. The Miscellaneous Administrative and Program (30 I) series has the largest 
percentage of employees with 16 to 25 years of federal service at 4 3 %. 

The table below details the NASA OCFO workforce with 0 to 5 years of NASA service 
by location. This series comprises 40% of the total OCFO workforce. 

Glenn 9 0 7 0 0 s 
Godd atd (I I 8 22 0 !J 

., ,_ 
Head uartcrs 2 7 3 3 I 19 3 74 98 

JobD.llUll 0 bl 7 0 I) .. ~ !11 ~~ 

Kenned l 22 9 0 18 3 54 118 
t...ut r1 0 ·~ 15 0 i 2 

Marshall 0 0 l 7 0 9 
!ltullll'> 0 I 7 0 0 

#0..5 cars 13 105 33 124 4 S8 
# .\llOCFO 6S 273 106 258 31 113 
% 0..5 of Series 20"/i 38% 31% 48% 13% 51% 
% Series of OCFO 7'1o 29"/0 ll'Yo 27~ 3% 12% 

The table below details the NASA OCFO workforce with 6 to 15 years of NASA service 
by location. This series comprises 20% of the total OCFO workforce. 

Glenn 0 4 
Goddatd l) 4 ~ (I ~ it> !(Y> 

Head uar1us 1 0 0 3 0 2 1 7 98 
Jolut\on 2 2~ l ? l 0 I 4l 
IWlnecl 0 15 1 9 0 0 3 
La n 0 0 7 0 2 1 

Manlaall 0 2 0 6 2 
~leant\ 0 r) (o ~ 

6-15 CU'S 14 SI 22 49 IS 15 20 
#All OCFO 65 273 106 258 31 113 103 
% 6--lSofSeries 22% 19% 21% 19% 48% 13'1o 19% 
% Series of OCFO 7% 29"/,, 11% 27% 3% 12'1o 11% 
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The table below details the NASA OCFO workforce with 16 to 25 years of NASA 
service by location. This series comprises 29% of the total OCFO workforce. 

12 4 0 30 
(.odd.ltd g JS G l~ 

Head uartus 1 0 s 0 3 1 12 
Juba~un s :'.K 7 8 .~ 0 R (jQ 2.1() 
Kmned 1 10 0 8 0 4 l 24 118 
l .an 0 0 ti 7 (1 

Marshall I 1 7 13 0 18 2 
~1£11111!1 0 2 '.? 0 0 

# 16-25 can 28 78 36 64 II 31 
# AJIOCFO 6S i73 106 258 31 113 
°¥• 16-25 of Series 43% 29% 34% 25o/c 35% 27% 
% Series of OCFO 7% 29''!0 11% 27% 3% 12% 

The table below details the NASA OCFO workforce with 26 years or more of NASA 
service by location. This series comprises 11 % of the total OCFO workforce. 

7 0 
4 ' I I 0 Q 

0 3 0 l 0 
18 u () 0 

0 7 l 3 0 
(l 0 2 I 0 I 

0 0 4 3 0 s 
~tuillb I) n 0 " 0 !] 

10 39 15 21 l 9 
65 273 106 258 31 113 

15% 14% 14% 8"/o 3• 8% 
'Y· Series of OCFO 7% 29% 11% 27% 3• 12% 
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